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Economy
____________________________________________________________


China's GDP expands 9.8% in first three quarters: China's gross domestic product (GDP)
expanded 9.8% year-on-year in the first three quarters, putting average growth for the
period in the past two years at 5.2%, National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) data showed.



China's fiscal revenue up 16.3% in first nine months: China's fiscal revenue logged a
year-on-year increase of 16.3% in the first nine months of the year, official data showed.
The country's fiscal revenue amounted to 16.4 trillion yuan (US$2.56 trillion) during the
period, according Ministry of Finance data.



China's CPI up 0.7% in September: China's consumer price index (CPI), a main gauge of
inflation, rose 0.7% year-on-year in September, NBS data showed.



China's FDI inflow up 22.3% in first 8 months: Foreign direct investment (FDI) into the
Chinese mainland, in actual use, rose 22.3% year-on-year to 758.05 billion yuan
(US$113.78 billion), in the first eight months of the year, the Ministry of Commerce
reported.



China's retail sales up 2.5% in August: China's retail sales of consumer goods rose
2.5% year-on-year in August, National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) data showed. The
country's retail sales of consumer goods totaled around 3.44 trillion yuan (US$ 533
billion) in August, according to the NBS.



China's CPI up 0.8% in August: China's consumer price index (CPI), a main gauge of
inflation, rose 0.8% year-on-year in August, NBS data showed. The slower growth was
partly driven by a drop in food prices, which fell 4.1% year-on-year last month.



2021 ECONOMIC GROWTH FORECAST: despite domestic COVID control measures
disrupting business, China’s GNP growth is still projected to reach 8.3% this year
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according to the Trade and Development Report 2021 released by the UN Conference
on Trade and Development.


PRICE INDEX: elevated commodity prices caused China’s producer price index (PPI),
which reflects the prices that factories charge wholesalers for their products, to rise by
9.5% in August from a year earlier, versus a gain of 9% in July. In contrast, growth in
China’s consumer price index (CPI) remained low in August, growing at just 0.8% from a
year earlier, caused by drop in food prices. The divergence of PPI and CPI indices
points to a worsening profit margin for manufacturers and service providers.



INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT: China’s industrial output rose by 5.3% year-on-year in August,
down from 6.4% in July and sending the two-year average growth to 5.4 % in August.



RETAIL: retail sales grew by 2.5% on a yearly basis last month, compared with 8.5 %
in July. On a two-year average basis, retail sales expanded by 1.5 % in August versus prepandemic levels.



ECONOMIC EXPANSION SLOWED: China's factory output and retail sales growth
slowed sharply and missed expectations in July, as delta variant outbreaks and floods
disrupted business operations.
Retail sales increased 8.5% in July from a year ago, lower than the forecast 11.5% rise
and June's 12.1% uptick. Industrial production increased 6.4% year-on-year in July,
which was expected to rise 7.8% after growing 8.3% in June. China's economy has
rebounded to its pre-pandemic growth, but the expansion has now slowed in
comparison with previous months as a result of the recent Delta outbreak.
In July and August, China tightened restrictions to fight the outbreaks in several cities,
hitting the services sector and consumer demand, especially affecting the travel and
hospitality sectors. Demand and recovery in travel and hospitality are expected to pick
up again in September, as the outbreak is now contained.



ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: despite the domestic economic challenges caused by the D
variant outbreak and weakening exports, China’s GDP expanded 12.7% year-on-year in
the first half of 2021, creating a total of 6.98 million new urban jobs.



THREE CHILD POLICY: as China’s fertility rate has now fallen well before the threshold
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needed to maintain China’s current population, China’s government last week passed a
three child policy encouraging Chinese families to have a third child. The law includes
support measures to encourage bigger families, including financial, tax, insurance,
education, housing and employment benefits for three child households.


Chinese economy set to defy short-term headwinds: Growth in major economic
indicators in China softened last month amid extreme weather conditions and an
unexpected COVID-19 resurgence. The short-term headwinds, however, will not change
the long-term growth prospects of the economy, analysts said. Latest data from the
National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) pointed to an upturn in industrial production, retail
sales and fixed-asset investment in July, but the growth pace was slower than in June.
The dip was mainly a combined result of sporadic outbreaks of COVID-19, high
temperatures and torrential summer rains, said the Bank of Communications.



China's FDI inflow up 25.5% in Jan-July: Foreign direct investment (FDI) into the
Chinese mainland, in actual use, surged 25.5% year-on-year to 672.19 billion yuan
(US$100.74 billion) in the first seven months of this year, the Ministry of Commerce
reported. Investment from countries along the Belt and Road and the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations expanded 46.3% from a year ago, data shows.



China's consumption further recovers in July: China's consumption continued a solid
recovery momentum in July with warm-up signs in multiple sectors, according to the
Ministry of Commerce (MOC). China's retail sales of consumer goods totaled 3.5 trillion
yuan (US$540 billion) in July, up 8.5% year-on-year, a 7.2% growth from the level in July
2019. Mid-to-high-end consumption demand was further unleashed. Offshore dutyfree sales in China's southern island province of Hainan rose 44% year-on-year last
month, while some department stores and outlets in Beijing and Shanghai saw their
sales surge over 20%.



China's GDP expands 12.7% in H1: China's gross domestic product (GDP) expanded 12.7%
year-on-year in the first half of 2021, the National Bureau of Statistics reported.



China's retail sales up 23% in H1: China's retail sales of consumer goods jumped 23%
year-on-year in the first half (H1) of the year, the National Bureau of Statistics reported.
The two-year average growth stood at 4.4%, 0.2 percentage points faster than that in
the first quarter.
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China's FDI inflow up 28.7% in H1: Foreign direct investment (FDI) into the Chinese
mainland, in actual use, surged 28.7% year-on-year to 607.84 billion yuan (US$90.96
billion), in the first half of this year, the Ministry of Commerce reported.



FOREIGN TRADE HITS 10-YEAR HIGH: according to the Ministry of Commerce, exports
and imports hit record highs in the first seven months of 2021, while year-on-year
growth set 10-year highs compared. China’s total imports and exports expanded
24.5% year on year to $3.3 trillion from January to July.



CONSUMER PRICE INDEX: China's consumer price index, a main gauge of inflation,
grew by 1% year-on-year in July, down from 1.1 % in June. Inflation on the consumer
side is stable and under control.



PRODUCER PRICE INDEX: China's producer price index, which gauges factory-gate
prices, rose by 9% year-on-year last month, up from 8.8% in June and the same as May's
9%, the highest level of the year. PPI growth has accelerated due to the surging cost
of crude oil, coal and related products, with mining, oil and coal all registering a yearon-year rise of more than 40%.



PURCHASING MANAGERS’ INDEX: the PMI for China's non-manufacturing sector came
in at 53.3 in July, down 0.2 points from June while the PMI for China's manufacturing
sector came in at 50.4 in July, edging down from 50.9 in June. A reading above 50
indicates expansion, while a reading below reflects contraction, suggesting China’s
economic expansion is turning to moderate growth.



INDUSTRIAL PROFITS: for the first half of 2021, the profits of China’s leading industrial
firms rose 66.9 % year-on-year. Compared with pre-pandemic 2019 levels, profits of
major industrial firms rose by 45.5% in the first half of the year.



ECONOMIC GROWTH: China's economy grew by 7.9% in Q2 2021 compared with a
year earlier. China’s GDP grew 12.7% in the first half of the year, with two-year growth
at 5.3%, or 0.3% points faster than in the first quarter as China continues to exceed
economist growth projections.



RETAIL GROWTH: the recovery in China’s consumer market continued to gain
momentum in the first half of 2021 with total retail sales up 23% year-on-year.



FOREIGN TRADE SURGES TO RECORD HIGH:
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China's exports surged 28.1% on a yearly

basis to $1.52 trillion in the first half of the year. The nation's imports grew by 25.9%
to $1.27 trillion during the same period, with total foreign trade flows jumping by 27.1%
to $2.79 trillion in the first 6 months, hitting an all-time record high.


CPI CONTINUES TO STABLIZE: in June, China’s CPI rose by 1.1 % year on year, with the
prices of non-food stuffs rising by 1.7%, the prices of consumer goods and services rising
1%, and the prices of food falling by 1.7%. Overall in the first half year, China's
consumer prices increased by 0.5 % compared with the same period last year.



China's retail sales up 12.4% in May: China's retail sales of consumer goods rose 12.4%
year-on-year in May, National Bureau of Statistics data showed. Retail sales in May were
9.3% higher from the same month of 2019. The two-year average growth was 4.5%. In
the January-May period, retail sales surged 25.7% year-on-year, and the two-year
average growth was 4.3%, the NBS said.



China's CPI up 1.3% in May: China's consumer price index (CPI), a main gauge of
inflation, rose 1.3% year-on-year in May, National Bureau of Statistics data showed. The
growth was faster than the 0.9% year-on-year growth in April, mainly due to the
stronger carry-over effect of last year's price changes, said Dong Lijuan, a senior
statistician with the bureau.



China's FDI inflow up 35.4% in Jan - May: Foreign direct investment (FDI) into the
Chinese mainland, in actual use, surged 35.4% year-on-year to 481 billion yuan (about
US$75.3 billion) in the first five months of this year, the Ministry of Commerce said. The
volume increased 30.3% from the same period in 2019.



China's fiscal revenue up 25.5% in 1st Quarter: China’s fiscal revenue topped 7.8 trillion
yuan (about US$1.21 trillion) in the first quarter of 2021, the Ministry of Finance
reported. Tax revenue was nearly 6.75 trillion yuan, up 27.1% year-on-year.



China's CPI grows faster in April: China's consumer price index (CPI), a main gauge of
inflation, posted faster growth in April as domestic demand continued to improve. The
CPI rose 0.9% year-on-year in April, faster than the 0.4% rise recorded in March, the
National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) reported.



China's FDI inflow surges nearly 40% in 1st Quarter: China remains a popular
destination for overseas investors, with a surge in foreign direct investment (FDI) during
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the January-April period. FDI into the Chinese mainland, in actual use, rose 38.6% yearon-year to 397.07 billion yuan (about US$61.45 billion) in the first quarter, the Ministry
of Commerce said.


MACRO-ENVIRONMENT

○ Population (number of inhabitants): 1,400,050,000
○ Unemployment rate: 5.6%
○ Current and expected nominal GDP (in USD):
-

Current nominal GDP (in USD): 1.52 billion (2020)

-

Expected nominal GDP (in USD) : 1.58 billion (2021)

○ Current and expected nominal GDP growth rate: +2.0%
-

Current nominal GDP growth rate: +2.4% ( 2020)
Expected nominal GDP growth rate: +6.0% (2021)



China GDP grows over 6% in 2021: China aims to expand its economy by over 6% in
2021, building on strong tail winds from success in containing Covid-19. This year, the
country aims to create more than 11 million new urban jobs, lower the deficit-to-GDP
ratio to 3.2% and expand domestic demand and effective investment, all expected to
take back the economy to pre-pandemic levels. China's GDP growth rate was 6% in 2019.



China's CPI down 0.2% in February: Data from the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS)
show China's consumer price index (CPI) in February declined 0.2% year-on-year due to
a higher comparison base last year.



Confidence in China's economic prospects drive the FDI: Foreign investors’ confidence
in China is predicted to strengthen even further as the economy maintains a restorative
growth momentum, which drove up investment inflow in the first two months of the
year. Industries which were hit hard by the Covid-19 epidemic, including hotel and
catering sectors as well as wholesale and retail trade see a quick rebound.



China's FDI inflow up 4.6% in January: Foreign direct investment (FDI) into the Chinese
mainland expanded by 4.6% year-on-year to 91.61 billion yuan (US$14.2 billion) in
January, according to the Ministry of Commerce.



CHINA 2021 Q1 ECONOMIC GROWTH: China's GDP came in at $3.8 trillion in the first
three months of the year, increasing 18.3% year-on-year which shows the highest
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quarterly growth since the National Bureau of Statistics began keeping records in 1993.


VACCINATION PROGRESS: Mainland China has administered over 621 million doses of
Covid-19 vaccine by the end of May. Most major cities in China are expected to reach
above 75% vaccination rate by end of October. Beijing also considers implementing
differentiated policies for visa issuance, flights and controls on the numbers of people
arriving in China based on vaccination progress and the COVID-19 situations in the
countries of origin.



China's CPI declined 0.3% in January: Data from the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS)
show that China's consumer price index (CPI) declined 0.3% year-on-year in January
compared with a 0.2% increase in December last year.



Chinese economy - Spring Festival holiday: China's economy continued to gather steam
during the Spring Festival period, despite millions of people staying home for the weeklong holiday which started on Feb. 11. In normal circumstances China sees mass
migration across the country during this period.
 Online payments through online Chinese payment clearing house NetsUnion and card
payment giant China UnionPay surged over the week holiday. Online payments on the
two platforms from Feb. 11 to Feb. 17 totaled 6.36 trillion yuan (about US$985.5 billion).
 The revenues of China's catering sector was 5.4% higher during the holiday compared
to the Spring Festival in 2019, which indicates the sector is returning to pre-Covid-19
levels. Value-added tax data released by the State Taxation Administration show the
sales revenue of the sector during the Feb. 11 to Feb. 17 period scored 358.4% from the
Spring Festival holiday in 2020, which was hit by the country's rapid and massive
response to Covid-19.
 China's major coastal ports were busy during the holiday amid the strong recovery of
the Chinese economy, with the container business of major hub ports growing rapidly.



China’s GDP advanced 2.3% in 2020: China's gross domestic product expanded 2.3%
year-on-year in 2020, exceeding the 100 trillion yuan (US$15.42 trillion) threshold. The
country's GDP expanded 6.5% year-on-year in the fourth quarter of 2020, faster than
4.9% growth in the third quarter.



China's 2020 per capita disposable income rises: China's disposable income per capita
reached 32,189 yuan (about US$4,961) in 2020, more than double compared to 2010.
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This figure represents a 2.1% year-on-year increase in real terms after deducting price
factors according to the National Bureau of Statistics’ Fang Xiaodan.


China stronger in global trade, despite COVID-19: China has pulled ahead in global
trade despite disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, according to Customs data
reflecting the country's recovery. Fortune magazine reported that the U.S. trade deficit
with China continues to rise, while China is importing more American goods than ever
before.



China to keep macro policies consistent in 2021: According to the Central Economic
Work Conference in Beijing China will continue to implement pro-active fiscal policies
and prudent monetary policies amid efforts to maintain support for economic recovery.
In 2021, China will adopt a fiscal policy that will offer stronger financial guarantees to
major national strategies as well as promoting science and technology innovation which
accelerates economic structural adjustment and proactively adjusts income distribution.

___________________________________________________________

Outbound Travel Market
____________________________________________________________


China might reopen border if vaccination target hit by early 2022: China may open its
borders after it vaccinates over 85% of its population by early 2022, the Chinese Center
for Disease Control and Prevention said.



U.S. to ease travel restrictions for China, Europe and others in November: The United
States will reopen to air passengers from China, India, Britain and many other European
countries who have received Covid-19 vaccines in early November, the White House
said, rolling back tough pandemic-related travel restrictions that started early last year.



Indonesia to reopen Bali for international travelers: Indonesia will reopen its tourist
island Bali for some international travelers, including from China, New Zealand, and
Japan, among others, from Oct. 14, the government said. Bali's Ngurah Rai international
airport will receive foreign tourists from that date, with visitors required to quarantine
for eight days at their own expense.
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Thailand to allow quarantine-free travel from U.S., China: Vaccinated travelers from the
U.S., China and most of Europe will be able to enter Thailand without quarantining from
Nov. 1, in a further boost to the tourism-dependent economy, the government said. The
night-time curfew in 17 provinces, including capital Bangkok and tropical-island resort
Phuket, will also be lifted from Oct. 31.



Pakistan signs MoU with Chinese tourism associations: Chinese tourism associations
have forged partnerships with travel agencies to promote tourism in Pakistan. Pakistan
boasts a wide range of landmass including valleys and mountains and rich culture and
civilization, and is receptive to Chinese tourists.



Spanish city banking on Chinese tourism for economic recovery: A delegation from the
Seville tourist board recently visited Beijing's International Fair for Trade in Services in
the hope of boosting business. Their message was that Seville was an ideal destination
for the more "high-end traveler." This works well with Chinese holidaymakers, who tend
to favor history and culture over beach holidays.



Azerbaijan lifts air travel restrictions, including to China: The government of Azerbaijan
has lifted air travel restrictions for citizens of 12 more countries starting from September
6. Citizens of mainland China and Hong Kong, Estonia, Finland, France, Croatia, Iceland,
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, and Japan will be allowed entry, Interfax
Azerbaijan reported.



Malaysian PM calls for ASEAN-China travel bubble: Malaysian Prime Minister Ismail
Sabri Yaakob said collaboration between ASEAN and China can be further boosted by
intensifying open trade and investment, strengthening the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) and focusing on cross-border “travel bubble”.



U.S. to ease travel restriction for China, Europe and others: The United States will
reopen to air passengers from China, India, Britain and many European countries which
have received Covid-19 vaccines in early November, the White House said on September
20, rolling back tough pandemic-related travel restrictions that started early last year.



The United States announced that it will reopen in November to fully vaccinated air
travelers from 33 countries including China, and most importantly that approved
vaccinations include the Chinese vaccines unlike in other countries such as Canada
which do not recognize Chinese vaccines for the purpose of entry.
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It is now widely believed by industry watchers that the full re-opening of US-China travel
now depends on how China revised its quarantine policy for fully vaccinated visitors.
In the past, China has followed a policy of reciprocity with other nations, and with the
U.S. allowing fully vaccinated Chinese to enter without quarantine, reciprocity on the
Chinese side is a matter of time.


Mutual recognition of French, Chinese driving licenses good news for tourism: A new
agreement between China and France allowing for mutual recognition of driving
licenses is good news for reviving tourism between the two countries, Xinhua reported.
France ranks as the top destination for Chinese tourists in Europe. Before the pandemic,
over 2 million Chinese tourists visited annually, representing 2.5% of the total number
of foreign tourists.



Swiss tourism sector prepares for return of Chinese travelers: Tourism offices in
Switzerland are "planting the seed" to prepare for a possible return of Chinese travelers
as the Alpine country’s industry "suffered" from a sharp drop of overseas tourists, a
tourism official said. Lei Zhao, Market Manager for Geneva's tourism office Fondation
Geneve Tourisme & Congres, said her office has also launched several media accounts
to promote Switzerland in China, generating about 10 million views on Chinese shortvideo platform Douyin.



Phuket welcomes first flight from Hong Kong: The Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT)
reported that Phuket has welcomed its first direct Cathay Pacific flight from Hong Kong
under the ‘Phuket Sandbox’ program launched on July 1 and which has to date brought
over 19,000 foreign tourists to the island.



China could consider issuing vaccine passports by end of year: China can start issuing
immunity passports and promote their mutual international recognition after a large
percentage of its population complete their inoculations and build immunity against
COVID-19 by end of this year, according to Lei Ruipeng, an expert at Wuhan-based
Huazhong University of Science and Technology and a member of the WHO Ethics and
COVID-19 Working Group.



U.S. STUDENT VISAS:
official data from the US State Department shows that the US
began to increase visa approvals for Chinese students in earnest from May. The US
granted 33,896 F1 visas to Chinese nationals in June, a significant increase from only 8
in June 2020 when US missions worldwide suspended routine visa services because of
the pandemic. The number of student visas issued by the U.S. this year is at a similar
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level to the 34,001 visas granted in June 2019 before the pandemic.


MACAU RECOVERY: according to the Macau Travel Industry Council, daily visitation
jumped 85% to 16,700 on 16th August versus the previous day, as travel restrictions to
Macau from China were relaxed. Macau’s tally of visitor arrivals is expected to reach
approximately 20,000 per day in September, and 30,000 per day during Golden Week,
illustrating the massive pent-up demand for travel that exists in mainland China.



SAUDI ARABIA – ALIBABA PARTNERSHIP: the Saudi Tourism Authority (STA) has
signed anMOU with Alibaba Cloud, the digital technology and intelligence backbone of
Alibaba Group. The memorandum establishes the framework for a collaborative
arrangement that will create a seamless visitor experience for Chinese tourists travelling
to Saudi Arabia. Alibaba Cloud will provide technical support to Saudi Arabia and help
it promote Saudi as a tourist destination to travelers in the China market and will ensure
an improved digital experience for Chinese tourists traveling to Saudi Arabia.



EUROPE APPOINTED STRATEGIC PARTNER OF ITB CHINA 2021:
the European
Travel Commission (ETC) is strengthening ties with ITB China to be held November 24–
26 as a Strategic Partner for 2021 reflecting the optimism of Chinese tourism returning
to Europe, and the importance of maintaining close ties with Chinese agents & buyers.
Confirmed European destinations exhibiting in the EUROPE pavilion include:
Austria (Austrian National Tourist Office)
Croatia (Croatian National Tourist Board)
Czech Republic (Czech Tourism)
Denmark & Norway (Scandinavian Tourist Board)
Germany (German National Tourist Board)
Ireland (Tourism Ireland)
Netherlands (Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions)
Poland (Polish Tourism Organization)
Portugal (Visit Portugal)
France (Atout France)
Separate from the European Tourism Commission pavilion, ITB China will feature
major stand-alone pavilions by other major European destinations including:
Finland (Visit Finland)
Italy (ENIT - Italian National Tourist Board)
Malta (Malta Tourism Authority)
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Spain (TOURSPAIN)
Switzerland (Switzerland Tourism)
United Kingdom (VisitBritain)


China evaluating how to reopen international travel: China is starting to evaluate its
opening plan for outbound tourism, Zhang Xu, Vice Minister of Culture and Tourism,
announced. China will discuss with various major markets an international mutuallyrecognized mechanism based on QR codes to designate PCR test results and official
vaccination records so that international travel may resume even during the continuing
pandemic. This represents a fundamental shift in perspective for the Chinese
government which, until now, has pursued a zero tolerance policy.



France says China-Europe air traffic should resume: Airline traffic between Europe and
China should resume as soon as possible as Covid-19 vaccination campaigns progress,
French President Emmanuel Macron’s office said, following a call with the leaders of
Germany and China.



China-Australia travel bubble barriers are obvious: While a travel bubble arrangement
with China is critical for Australia’s tourism industry recovery, the barriers are obvious,
the East Asia Forum noted. The Australian government is unlikely to ease border
restrictions before the end of 2021 and a very cautious China apparently won’t be
opening its borders until the second half of 2022.



Serbia interested in resumption of regular flights to China: Serbia has expressed
interest in the launch of direct flights linking Belgrade to China's Beijing and Shanghai,
the Serbian President's Office said. In a phone call with the Chinese President Xi, Serbian
president Aleksandar Vucic proposed the opening of direct flights from Belgrade to
Beijing and Shanghai in the belief that regular air traffic would open new opportunities
for economic cooperation.



Ukraine, China working on visa waiver agreement: Ukraine and China are working on
preparing a visa waiver agreement between the two countries, China’s Ambassador to
Ukraine Fan Xianrong has said. The ambassador also predicted that, due to the visa-free
regime, the flow of Chinese tourists to Ukraine will increase.
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WTTC Economic Trends Report reveals COVID-19’s dramatic impact on Asia-Pacific,
which was the worst performing region, with the sector’s contribution to GDP dropping
a damaging 53.7%, compared to the global fall of 49.1%. International visitor spending
was particularly hard hit across Asia Pacific, falling by 74.4%, as many countries across
the region closed their borders to inbound tourists. Domestic spending witnessed a
lower but equally punishing decline of 48.1%. Travel & Tourism employment in the
region fell by 18.4%, equating to a shocking 34.1 million jobs.



GREECE–CHINA TOURISM YEAR: Greek Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis and
Chinese President Xi Jinping agreed to launch “Greece-China Year of Culture and
Tourism” from September 2021 to further strengthen relations and increase tourist
flows between the two countries.



CHINA – ITALY TOURISM YEAR: 2022 is set to be the China - Italy Culture and Tourism
Year as Italy works to attract Chinese travelers back to Italy following the re-opeing of
international travel.



Visa-free travel between Ukraine, China real and necessary for mutual tourist, labor
migration – expert：As reported, on July 13, President of Ukraine Volodymyr Zelensky
held the first telephone conversation with President of the People's Republic of China
Xi Jinping, during which the interlocutors agreed to conclude an agreement on visa-free
travel between the countries.The establishment of a visa-free regime between Ukraine
and China is quite realistic and necessary for the start of the process of mutual tourist
and labor migration of citizens of both countries, political expert, PhD in philosophy and
orientalist Andriy Buzarov said.



European travel demand remained weak in early 2021 – international tourist arrivals
dropped 83%[1] in the first quarter of the year compared to the same period in 2020.
The international arrivals will still remain 49% below pre-pandemic levels in 2021.
That is according to the latest quarterly ‘European Tourism Trends & Prospects’ report
published today by the European Travel Commission (ETC). Meanwhile, downside risks
linger following the surge in infections of the more transmissible COVID-19 Delta variant,
which could force the return of travel restrictions. China is expected to make a
sizeable contribution to European travel growth over the next decade. Despite
accounting for a smaller proportion of arrivals to the region, an expected average annual
growth rate of 12% would see Chinese arrivals contribute 4.7% of overall arrivals growth
to European destinations over the period 2019-30. However, while domestic traffic in
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China continues to show remarkable recovery to pre-pandemic levels, Chinese
international travel remains stagnant for now.


China outlines “third batch” of overseas gambling blacklist measures：China’s Ministry
of Culture and Tourism has outlined plans to introduce a “third batch” of blacklist
measures aimed at overseas tourist destinations it says are targeting Chinese citizens
for gambling activities. The announcement was again light on specifics, other than
detailing some measures being taken such as suspending outbound tour groups and
tourist visa agency services for overseas cities and scenic spots included on the
“blacklist”.



Taiwanese, U.S. tourists permitted to travel to EU: The European Union (EU) decided
on June 16 to lift the EU-wide entry ban for Taiwanese and U.S. citizens. The relaxation
of travel rules was agreed by all EU members, based on criteria such as Covid conditions
and reciprocity considerations.



Thailand’s third wave of Covid-19 halts plan to lure Chinese: There is little hope of
attracting Chinese travelers to Thailand under the sandbox scheme (fully vaccinated-no
quarantine) during Golden Week in October as the country continues to report more
than 2,000 new infections per day, said the Association of Thai Travel Agents. Even
Phuket's quarantine-free tourism scheme for inoculated travellers is unlikely to lure
Chinese to book vacations on the island if they have to spend a half-month in isolation
at home, the association said.



Indonesia finalizes safe travel bubble plan with 5 countries: Indonesia has long worked
to establish a travel bubble with a number of countries in an attempt to recover the
pandemic-affected tourism sector. The initial plan is to prepare Batam, Bintan in the Riau
Islands, and Bali for the travel bubble. The Tourism ministry is also finalizing a plan to
add countries into the travel bubble, including UAE and Qatar, China, Singapore, and the
Netherlands.



China gearing up for international travel: China is ready for international travel, having
already opened its borders to 36 European and 13 Asian countries, according to Dr
Adam Wu, CEO of CBN Travel & MICE, at a recent industry event. A total of 105 airlines
including 19 Chinese carriers, are now flying to 55 different countries, culminating in
294 round trip flights per week, according to China’s civil aviation administration.
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EU Council tells member states to open borders for Chinese tourists: The Council of
the European Union has updated for the first time in three months the list of
epidemiologically safe third countries, the residents of which should be permitted by
Member States to enter the block. From May 6, visitors from mainland China, Hong Kong
and Macao should be allowed to enter the area, according to the latest advice. Europe’s
medicines watchdog has started reviewing China’s Sinovac coronavirus jab, a process
that could lead to its eventual approval for the European market.



Beijing considers China-U.S. exchange after America eases entry rules: China said it was
willing to resume a travel exchange with the United States following an announcement
by the U.S. it was easing some coronavirus travel bans. The U.S. said it will allow students
and professionals in various categories and from various countries, including China, to
enter the country. The announcement comes more than a year after the U.S. suspended
entry for travellers who had been in mainland China 14 days before travelling due to the
Covid-19 outbreak.



Myanmar wants to welcome back Chinese tourists: Myanmar’s military regime is
pressing ahead with plans to promote Chinese tourism to the country, despite the
political crisis caused by the junta’s February 1 coup and the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.
U Maung Maung Ohn, the junta-appointed Minister for Hotels and Tourism (MOHT),
met with officials working to promote tours from China to discuss how to bring Chinese
tourists to Myanmar in ways that accord with current pandemic regulations.



Ukraine temporarily cancels visas for Chinese tourists to boost travel industry: Starting
April 1st, Chinese tourists can enter Ukraine without visas and stay in the country for up
to 30 days according to a decree signed by President Volodymyr Zelensky on March 23.
The visa-free regime for Chinese tourists is temporary and will last until Sept. 30.
President Zelensky has lifted visa restrictions for Chinese to “develop friendly relations”
and “strengthen bilateral cooperation in the tourism sector” between the countries.



South Africa launches Chinese training project to boost tourism: The tourism sector in
South Africa is empowering personnel with a Chinese training project to better meet
the needs of the Chinese market, as mentioned by an official of the Department of
Tourism after the WTO announced the addition of Chinese (Mandarin) as an official
language as of Jan 25, 2021. China is among the top 10 source countries of tourists to
South Africa.
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China to promote use of safe international travel pass with Russia: China will promote
usage of a safe international travel pass for trips to Russia the senior diplomat Wang Yi
said. Wang, the foreign minister and a state councilor made his remarks during a joint
news briefing with visiting Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov.



Hong Kong leader vows to discuss travel deals with overseas governments: Hong
Kong’s leader has pledged to negotiate with overseas governments on lifting border
restrictions and bringing back international travel for residents vaccinated against Covid19. Chief Executive Carrie Lam said her administration was open to forging travel deals
with other jurisdictions.



New agreement boosts tourism cooperation between China and Cuba: China and Cuba
have signed an MOU to strengthen tourism cooperation through academic programs,
research and training of personnel to meet the specific demands of the market. The
agreement will be valid for a period of five years with the possibility of extension. It
includes a boost for marketing, development of attractive products and a plan for
bilateral investigations.



Argentina expecting a "strategic" Chinese travel market to boost tourism: Argentina is
eagerly awaiting the arrival of Chinese travelers to boost tourism in the wake of the
Covid-19 pandemic, Minister of Tourism and Sports Mr. Matias Lammens said. Calling
China "the world’s leading source of tourists," Lammens said he had recently signed an
MOU with Chinese travel agency Trip.com to strengthen tourism between the two
countries.



Beijing's first softening of outbound restrictions brings hope for Thai tourism: China
announced it is issuing a digital Covid-19 vaccination certificate to its citizens to facilitate
crossing borders. The move made the Thai tourism industry jubilant, said Vichit
Prakobgosol, president of the Association of Thai Travel Agents. He said if Thailand can
implement a travel bubble with China by June it could welcome 8 million Chinese visitors
this year.



European destinations look to Chinese outbound tourists post-pandemic: Tourist
destinations in Europe are confident that the strong growth of China's winter sports
industry will benefit their economies. They believe China’s rising interest in such sports,
fueled by hosting the Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics and Paralympics is significant for the
recovery of international winter tourism. According to Switzerland Tourism, Chinese
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tourists spent 200,974 overnight stays at mountain destinations in the winter of 201819, a rise of nearly 539% compared with the same period a decade earlier. Similar trends
have been reflected in the neighboring Alpine nation of Austria.


China's outbound travel sector to recover in 5 years: China's outbound tourism industry
will return to normal pre-pandemic levels within five years, according travel analytics
company ForwardKeys. It projected that the world's second biggest economy will
support its outbound travel sector returning to just 25% of the 2019 level this year.

ForwardKeys said that by 2026 Chinese outbound tourism will recover to 98% of the
2019 level and that by 2030, the market size will be more than 1.5 times it was prior to
Covid-19.


Government expects 70% more Chinese tourists to travel abroad in 2021: China’s
tourism sector is expected to rebound this year as it quickly recovers from the impacts
of the Covid-19 pandemic with mass immunization. The inbound and outbound market
should recover to about 30% of pre-Covid-19 levels by December due to vaccine
optimism, a Ministry of Culture and Tourism said. Tourism revenue could climb by 48%
in 2021 from 2020 while the number of outbound travelers may rise by 70%.



Number of Chinese visitors to Singapore plunges in 2020: Singapore witnessed a yearon-year nosedive of 88% in the number of visitor arrivals from the Chinese mainland to
around 342,460 in the first three quarters of 2020, the Singapore Tourism Board (STB)
reported. The Chinese visitors spent some SGD 537 million (US$404 million) in the first
nine months of last year, a decline of 83% year-on-year.
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Hong Kong, Singapore in talks again over postponed travel bubble: Hong Kong and
Singapore are in discussion over the postponed travel bubble, with both cities mulling
extra safeguards amid the coronavirus pandemic. The quarantine-free travel
arrangement, announced at the time as the world’s first, was initially set for last
November 22 but put on hold indefinitely on its eve following a fresh Covid-19
outbreak in Hong Kong. The city has seen its daily Covid-19 caseloads stabilize and will
launch a mass vaccination drive. Hong Kong Tourism Bureau indicated that it won’t be
able to reopen cross border travel completely in the next 3-6 months, but it may be
possible to open between some particular markets in or H2 or Q4 this year.



Chinese diplomat calls for U.S. cooperation to restore travel and trade: A senior
Chinese diplomat in the U.S., Chicago consul general Zhao Jian, has called for
cooperation from Washington in restoring travel and trade between the two countries
that have been disrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic. He highlighted China's continued
efforts to facilitate essential travel. China currently requires a 14-day quarantine for all
international arrivals, including Chinese citizens.



Costa Rica to allow visa-free tourism from China: Costa Rica will make it easier for
tourists from China to visit, the Tourism Board announced. Starting in March, tourists
from Beijing and Shanghai will be allowed to enter the country without the need for a
visa prior to arrival. Under current requirements, Chinese nationals must apply for an
entry permit at the Costa Rican consulate.



Indonesia longs to see Chinese tourists back: Amid rising relief and hope about
vaccinations, countries such as Indonesia are now looking to China for the recovery of
their tourism industry. Indonesia expects significant numbers of Chinese tourist arrivals
from this year, and is conveying the message through diplomatic channels. However, it
may be too early to say that Southeast Asia's largest country will soon be ready enough
for tourist arrivals in the coming months. In 2019 Indonesia was the world's third-most
attractive tourist destination for Chinese travelers, after Japan and Thailand.



China and Cuba agree on visa-free travel: China and Cuba concluded on January 13 an
agreement on visa exemptions, according to Pyongyang Times. The Cuban Foreign
Ministry said the deal displayed the will of the two countries to boost friendship and
cooperation in different fields.
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Chinese to take 100 million international trips in 2021: China Outbound Tourism
Research Institute (COTRI) is forecasting 100 million international trips by mainland
Chinese in 2021. CEO Wolfgang Georg Arlt said China would be “the number one
international tourism source market again,” elbowing out the number two, USA, which
“will see much lower outbound numbers, especially in the first half of 2021.”



Japan and China resume business travel: Japan and China are resuming two-way
business travel as part of efforts to ease entry restrictions and promote economic
activities, Japan’s NHK reported. An influx of Chinese travelers is expected at Narita
Airport, with about 20 flights to and from Chinese cities weekly. Business people are
now allowed to make trips for both short- and long-term stays.

____________________________________________________________

Competitive Environment
____________________________________________________________


Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics will only sell tickets to Chinese citizens: Only Chinese
citizens will be permitted to buy tickets to the upcoming Winter Olympics, according to
a ruling by the International Olympic Committee. The IOC said its decision was made in
consultation with the Chinese government. Specific requirements on COVID-19
countermeasures for spectators from China’s mainland and the details of ticketing
arrangements are under discussion and development.



China suspends group trips in mid- and high-risk areas: Chinese authorities have put a
pause on group trips in mid- and high-risk areas due to nearly 80% of confirmed COVID19 cases in a recent flare-up being linked to these travel groups. Travel agencies and
online travel apps are not allowed to operate any inbound and outbound tours, and
travel operators in high- or middle-risk cities are required to "suspend and notify the
public” of the ruling, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism announced.



International travel delays boost China's domestic opportunities: China’s travel
industry remains on an uneven recovery path, a McKinsey report noted. The domestic
market has weathered disruptions and resumed pre-Covid-19 growth while China’s
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outbound travel is still limited and has not seen any meaningful recovery. Domestic air
travel passenger numbers have risen 8% compared to 2019 figures.


China advises against overseas travel during national holidays: China’s aviation
regulator advised against international travel during October national holidays due to
coronavirus outbreaks overseas and the low volume of international flights. CAAC said
domestic air traffic will increase in October from summer levels.



Chinese travelers consider U.S. as unsafe for travel: Chinese travelers back in March
showed pent-up desire to get back to exploring the U.S. in spite of strained relations
between the two countries and perceptions of America as unsafe from a pandemic
perspective. Six months later, 87% of Chinese consumers still rank the U.S. as the most
unsafe country to visit among a list of top 13 destinations, according to the latest China
Traveler Sentiment Report from research firm Dragon Trail.



Macau sees visitor numbers halved in August. Macau saw the number of visitors
arriving in August fall 48.2% compared with July, negatively impacted by tighter border
restrictions as a result of a family of four testing positive to COVID-19 during the first
week of the month. Of the 369,467 visitors from mainland China, 74,049 or 20% arrived
under the Individual Visit Scheme. Visitors from the nine Pearl River Delta cities in the
Greater Bay Area totalled 226,453 with 65.0% of those coming from Zhuhai.



Hong Kong-Singapore travel bubble talks halted: The Hong Kong and Singapore
governments announced that they have decided not to pursue further discussions on
their bilateral Air Travel Bubble after considering the differences in the anti-epidemic
strategies currently adopted by both sides. Singapore has now moved towards a new
strategy of building a "COVID-resilient" nation and therefore the basic premises that
underpin the travel bubble have changed.



First Hong Kong tour group to Europe in over a year sets off: The first Hong Kong tour
group to Europe in more than 16 months set off over the weekend but industry insiders
doubt it marks the start of a recovery for travel agents amid a Covid-19 resurgence in
several countries. Miramar Travel general manager Alex Lee Chun-ting said a small tour
group and their guide were fully vaccinated and tested positive for antibodies before
departing for Europe.
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China outlines “third batch” of overseas gambling blacklist measures: China’s Ministry
of Culture and Tourism has outlined plans to introduce a “third batch” of blacklist
measures aimed at overseas tourist destinations it says are targeting Chinese citizens for
gambling activities. The announcement was again light on specifics, other than detailing
some measures being taken such as suspending outbound tour groups and tourist visa
agency services for overseas cities and scenic spots included on the “blacklist”.



Australia's tour operators look to Japan, India as Chinese tourists unlikely to flock
back：A tourism expert warns Chinese travelers are unlikely to return to Australia in the
same numbers as before the pandemic unless diplomatic relations between the two
countries improve. Chinese tourists were big business — China was Australia's largest
inbound tourist market for both arrivals and spending in 2019, according to Tourism
Australia. But tour operators are now seeking for a future beyond the Chinese market.



Chinese tourists will play safe closer to home: Dr. John Ap at Macau’s Institute for
Tourism Studies foresees a cautious return to the old ways. Ap predicts that international
outbound tourism will remain below 2019 levels until at least 2023, and Chinese tourists
will want to get back home fast, so they will likely [choose to holiday] no more than twoto-three hours away, possibly within their own country. Assuming ongoing uncertainty,
tour operators will have to be flexible and resilient, and provide more experiences that
are tailored and exclusive, Ap says.



China’s border restrictions remain despite vaccination ramp up: China tripled its daily
Covid-19 vaccine rollout in June, inoculating 44% of its population with at least one dose,
but its health experts warn against a quick border reopening, Reuters reported. The
experts cited an uneven rollout and low rate of full vaccinations. China issued 17.3
million doses per day in June on average, up sharply from 4.8 million in April, as it
expanded the list of approved vaccines to seven by adding three more locally-developed
shots, and continued to boost production.



China ‘might open’ to international travel in early 2022: Infectious disease specialist
Zhang Wenhong estimates that China may wait until the first half of 2022 to begin
relaxing restrictions on international travel, Caixin reported. The timeline would depend
on vaccination rates both domestically and abroad, said Zhang, director of infectious
diseases at Shanghai’s Huashan Hospital.
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Singapore, Hong Kong to postpone travel bubble again: Singapore and Hong Kong have
again pushed back the start date of a long-anticipated air travel bubble arrangement,
the two cities announced. The bubble, which would have allowed travelers to skip
quarantine, had been planned to begin on May 26. The scheme has faced multiple
rounds of delays from its initial planned launch date in November 2020.



Activities under China-Australia Strategic Economic Dialogue suspended: China said
decided to indefinitely suspend all activities under the framework of the China-Australia
Strategic Economic Dialogue jointly held by the Chinese National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC) and relevant Australian ministries.



Anti-Asian sentiment an obstacle for U.S. tourism as China travel restarts: Mainland
Chinese travelers are now putting “friendliness” as the top factor influencing their
willingness to travel overseas, above even the absence of Covid-19 cases in a destination
and travel protocols, a recent survey by Chinese data and marketing agency Dragon Trail
has shown.



China and U.S. could lift mutual travel restrictions in August or September: China and
the U.S. could lift mutual travel restrictions in August or September, as China's infection
rate remains extremely low and about 90% of Americans are expected to be vaccinated
by that time said Wu Zunyou, Chief Epidemiologist of the Chinese Center for Disease
Control and Prevention (CCDC). China is the safest country in the world in terms of Covid19 prevention, with no community transmission cases reported.
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China set to expand blacklist of overseas casino tourist destinations: China is preparing
to expand a “blacklist” of overseas tourist destinations attracting Chinese tourists for
gambling activities, Xinhua news agency reported. Analysts suggested it was likely
pointing to emerging Southeast Asian gaming destinations such as the Philippines,
Cambodia and Vietnam, and potentially Australia. Macau could in fact benefit from such
a crackdown.



China requires people to quarantine before traveling to country: China will now require
some travelers to quarantine for 14 days before entering the country, in a rare move that
toughens up restrictions to stop the spread of the coronavirus. China already requires
quarantine upon arrival, but a mandatory quarantine before travel seems to be a much
rarer requirement, U.S. News and World Report said.



Europe prepares for return of Chinese tourists: In digital terms WeChat is the place to
be to promote European destinations to attract Chinese travelers, EuroNews reported.
In Italy, the city of Milan has launched a specific promotional campaign on WeChat called
Yes Milano. A similar initiative is underway in the region of Tuscany. China was Europe's
fastest-growing source market for international tourism with about 5 million Chinese
tourists every year in the pre Covid-19 era. France, Italy and Spain were among their
favorite spots for holidays.



U.S. tightens visa rules for CCP members: The U.S. has issued stricter immigration rules
in an effort to limit entry to Chinese Communist Party members. With immediate effect,
they will be restricted to one-month, single entry visas. Previously all Chinese nationals
including CCP members could obtain a U.S. visit visa that was valid for up to 10 years.

________________________________________________________

Consumer Trends
____________________________________________________________


Stuck in China, consumers are spending millions on luxury goods in Hainan: Chinese
consumers opened their wallets to shop during the week-long National Day holiday at
the start of October, even as travel numbers fell compared to previous years. Sales at
nine duty-free shops in the southern island province of Hainan totaled nearly 1.64
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billion yuan (US$252.3 million) from Oct. 1 to 6, according to state media. That marked
an increase of 75% from the same period in 2020, and more than four times more —
or a 359% jump — compared to the same period in 2019, the report said.


'Compensational travel' stimulates buying in China: China's consumption was strongly
stimulated by "compensational travel" during the National Day holidays (Oct. 1 to 7),
authorities reported. Domestic tourism revenues hit 389 billion yuan (US$60.3 billion),
which was 59.9% of the pre-pandemic level.



MOON FESTIVAL TRAVEL: despite the outbreak in Fujian Province, a total of 88.16
million domestic tourist trips were made nationwide during this past 3-day Moon
Festival Holiday, equivalent to 87.2% of pre-pandemic 2019 levels.
According to Ctrip, interprovincial tour bookings increased by 365% during the past
three weeks, while niche private group tours grew by 550% versus the previous month.
The booking trends are considered an indication of a potential major boom in travel
during the Golden Week National Day Holiday in early October. About 56% of its users
booked travel plans within their province. Among this group of tourists, roughly 54%
were born after the 1990s, the report shows.



Chinese travelers still see US as most unsafe for travel. 87% of Chinese consumers still
rank the U.S. as the most unsafe country to visit among a list of top 13 destinations,
according to the latest China Traveler Sentiment Report from research firm Dragon Trail,
shared exclusively with Skift ahead of its release next week.
Several other destinations have also significantly dropped in ranking in terms of
negative perception, including Japan, UK and Canada. Singapore and Hong Kong,
however, are seen as among the safest.



China's COVID-19 outbreak in Fujian province, Fujian had reported around 440 positive
cases, according to local health authorities. As many as 92 were children under the age
of 14 have been hospitalized, with the youngest being less than 4 years old. It
has prompted cities in other parts of the country to issue travel warnings ahead of
major holidays, though state media warn against imposing blanket travel curbs.
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Chinese schools discourage holiday travel amid COVID-19 surge . Schools in several
cities are tightening measures to control the spread of COVID-19, with some canceling
in-person classes and others prohibiting holiday travels amid local outbreaks that have
affected many children.



How China’s travel industry was hurt by pandemic: Tourism in China has been among
the hardest hit by the coronavirus due to lockdowns, travel restrictions, and fears
among would-be travelers about catching the virus. The total number of domestic
tourists in 2020 was 2.879 billion, a decrease of 52.1% over the same period in 2019,
Ministry of Culture and Tourism data showed. Domestic tourism revenue was 2.23
trillion yuan, indicating a year-on-year fall of 61.1%.



How millionaires define luxury in 2021: A "more complex and diverse definition of
luxury” seems to be emerging among Chinese millionaires, according to results of a
study conducted by Agility Research consulting firm. There are new notions about what
luxury means, such as freedom, enjoyment and health; 88% of respondents care about
brands being ethically responsible; 63% of Chinese millionaires are optimistic about
their financial future, and expect an increase in disposable income; and 8% expect their
income to decrease.



DELTA VARIANT DAMPENS SUMMER TRAVEL: as the delta variant spread to more
than half of the provinces in China during the past weeks, all 31 of mainland China’s
provincial-level jurisdictions issued notices advising Chinese not to travel domestically,
at least not to medium and high-risk regions.
Even in other areas of the country that have not experienced a rise in cases, local
authorities have pre-emptively shut down entertainment facilities and tightened socialdistancing measures as a precaution. As now new daily cases have dropped to single
digits, domestic travel is expected to start to recover again in September and potentially
reach another peak during Golden Week National Holiday.



DELTA VARIANT OUTBREAK IN CHINA: as of Aug. 16, new daily local cases in China
has dropped to double digits 42 cases, total 1928 current confirmed cases, death toll is
4636, 44471 cases are undertaking the quarantine. The outbreak has now spilled to 15
provinces and 33 cities including Beijing, Zhangjiajie, Yangzhou, Haikou, Changsha,
Wuhan and Chengdu. Multiple rounds of mass testing and restrictions have been
launched including testing of the entire 12 million population of Wuhan. Areas that are
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identified as high risk in Yangzhou and Zhengzhou remain in lockdown, while restrictions
have been lifted in other cities.
Travel restrictions to Beijing have been lifted and
flights to Beijing that had been suspended have started to be restored from August 11th.
Compared with previous lockdowns, it is clear that restrictions are lifted with greater
flexibility than in the past.
Local governments are ordering a shut down of indoor facilities and public
transportation in high-risk communities. As a result, the domestic tourism market is
experiencing a huge slowdown for this year's summer travel peak which started July 10
and has only lasted about 10 days. Tour operators are offering full refunds or free
booking changes to travelers to high and medium risk regions since late July following
the D-variant outbreak.


Trip.com releases latest China night-time economy consumption trends: Trip.com
Group released its latest data on mainland China's night-time economy and night-time
tourism consumption during the first half of 2021. According to the report, Chinese
consumers on average made 1.3 night-time attraction bookings in the first half of 2021,
spending 187 yuan per person. Night-time attraction bookings made on the Ctrip
platform increased by 469% compared to 2020, and increased by 120% compared to
2019. Forty percent of night-time attraction bookings were for attractions located
within a short-haul travel radius.



Chinese students are big travel spenders: Chinese students have more than GBP 1.7
billion (15.2 billion yuan) a year of disposable income to spend while they study in the
UK, according to China Travel Outbound’s new research division’s head Helen Bailey.
Since the pandemic has put a temporary stop to the mainstream inbound tourism
market, this year, the student market has shot into sharp focus.



Vibrant holiday spending spurs hope for solid, even recovery in China: China recorded
more than 89 million domestic tourist trips during the Dragon Boat festival holiday from
June 12 to 14, up 94.1% from last year, according to Ministry of Culture and Tourism
data. Tourism revenue reached 29.43 billion yuan (US$4.6 billion), surging 139.7% from
last year when the sector fell to the Covid-19 outbreak.



Chinese consumers plan to spend more on luxury: As many as 41% of consumers in
Mainland China said that they would spend more on luxury goods this year and 9% said
they would spend less, according to a Ruder Finn survey of consumers in Hong Kong and
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mainland China. They are most willing to increase or maintain spending on beauty and
cosmetics, followed by clothing and shoes. Over 30% are willing to buy niche luxury
brands in all luxury categories except watches. Official brand websites have become the
first choice for online shopping, accounting for 54% of online purchases; 36% spent
more on luxury goods in 2020 than they previously had planned.


Chinese in their 50s spend most on personal tourism: Seniors in their 50s have become
the major force in personal tourism consumption in China, with over 23.9% of them
reporting personal tourism expenditure exceeding RMB 5,000 (US$772.7) last year, a
recent survey said. According to a green book analysis of China's tourism development
(2020 to 2021), jointly released by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and the
Social Sciences Academic Press, Chinese people born in the 1960s spent the most on
personal tourism, but those born in the 1980s are the main consumers of family tourism.



May Day holiday travel: China saw 89.14 million domestic tourists and raked in $4.59
billion in tourism revenue during the Dragon Boat Festival holiday up by 94.1% and
139.7% respectively year-on-year. Those figures represented a respective recovery of
98.7% in terms of number of tourists versus 2019 pre-pandemic levels.
Chinese consumers optimistic on post-COVID travel
Beaches, scenic tourist cities and natural and cultural world heritage sites are the top
three post-pandemic destinations for Chinese consumers according to a Griffith
University-led study.
“Chinese consumers want destinations offering comfort and escape options,’’ says lead
author Dr Xin Jin from Griffith Business School. The researchers analyzed more than
3000 responses covering all of mainland China except Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan.
“With an average of 109 responses per region, the results provide a truly nationwide
profile,” Dr. Jin said.
“Our study suggests Chinese consumers will combine their recreational desires with
health and safety concerns, highly ranking destinations like beaches, which also have
more space for social distancing, higher than crowded destinations like theme parks.”
The study found higher-income audience which were also more likely to travel
compared to lower-income audience, rating their preference for overseas destinations
significantly higher than all other groups. However, lower-income groups (earning less
than 14,000 USD per year) were the most likely to take up package tour deals.
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“Buying power is especially strong among those earning over 14,000 USD and above,
as they own property with either a small mortgage or no mortgage, giving them more
discretionary income,” Dr. Jin said.
“The study shows there is a sizable and stable segment of mainland Chinese tourists
and they are the main source market for a post-pandemic rebound in domestic and
outbound travel, so it is important to understand their motivations and concerns.
“Identifying this consumer segment is vital because China’s tourism consumption
patterns have evolved differently from Western nations.”



Hainan offshore duty free sales soar to record heights in February: Hainan offshore
duty free sales rocketed to RMB 4,790 million (US$736 million) in February, up from
RMB 3,70 billion (US$568.5 million) in January, representing a record month for the
sector. Business was boosted sharply by Chinese New Year celebrations, which saw duty
free sales reach RMB 1,4 billion (US$216.5 million) in the peak period February 11-17.
The island’s duty free stores attracted 828,000 shoppers in the month, a quarter of them
during the peak period.



China has 1,058 billionaires, outpacing the U.S.: China had 1,058 billionaires at the
beginning of 2021, the first country to break a thousand. Its annual increase of 259
billionaires accounted for more than half of the world's 412 new billionaires. Zhong
Shanshan, founder of Nongfu Spring, became the first Chinese entrepreneur to break
into the top 10 of the world's wealthiest people at $85 billion, followed by Tencent's
Pony Ma, Huang Zheng of Pinduoduo, Jack Ma and ByteDance founder Zhang Yiming.



Chinese New Year consumption soars as Covid eases: Total retail and catering sales
over the seven-day holiday, hit 821 billion yuan ($128 billion), a 29% jump from last
year’s pandemic-disrupted holiday, and a 4.9% increase from the same period in 2019,
the Commerce Ministry reported. Across China’s 10 biggest cities, consumer food
purchases at shopping malls were triple versus last year’s levels. Online sellers took 15%
of all consumer spending during the period with online catering sales jumping over
130%. Airlines, railways and other tourist transit companies were the areas that took
the biggest hit, down 43% on 2020 and 76% on 2019 as the Government called to hold
off travel. High-end hotel bookings bucked the trend, growing 160% from last year.
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Chinese consumers focus more on health and safety when buying holiday goods: More
consumers (62.8%) planned to improve their focus on the health and safety of goods
for purchases during Spring Festival shopping, according to a China Youth Daily survey.
Most (60%) aimed to reduce close contact with others, and 36% would check the
quarantine certificate and trace information of imported goods.



Chinese consumers will ditch luxury goods within 1-3 years: A global study by luxury
giant Kering found China to be the most prominent throwaway culture market, where
the majority of respondents reported keeping their items for only 1 to 3 years. Only 6%
of Chinese shoppers kept their luxury goods for more than 10 years, compared to 31%
and 33% of consumers in the U.S. and Japan respectively.



Rich shoppers stuck in China fuel an unlikely boom in duty free: Covid-19 travel
restrictions have hammered profits of duty free businesses worldwide, except China’s
Hainan Island, where even domestic visitors can shop duty free. China’s share of the
global luxury market — the goods typically sold at duty free — almost doubled last year
to 20%, according to consultants Bain & Co.



China reports record-high online payments over New Year: Online payments through
NetsUnion, China’s online payment clearinghouse and card payment giant China
UnionPay reached 3.89 trillion yuan (US$601.16 billion) during the 2021 New Year
holiday (Jan. 1-3) so a record high compared to all previous New Year holidays. Online
payments for daily necessities, hotel accommodation and catering accounted for the
largest proportions of total transactions in the three days, the two platforms said.
NetsUnion processed 4.36 billion online payment transactions during the holiday, up
28.37% year-on-year, while data from China UnionPay showed steady growth in travelrelated consumption in the period compared to one year earlier.



Chinese consumers in Covid-19’s 2020 and beyond: Store shutdowns and socialdistancing made Chinese consumers more dependent on online platforms for shopping.
China ranked as the world's largest online retail market for an eighth straight year in
2020, with online sales surging by 14.8% year-on-year to 9.8 trillion yuan (US$1.52
trillion). Live-streaming was a catalyst, with influencers sitting in front of cameras and
promoting products via their social media channels. Official data showed more than 20
million live-streaming marketing activities took place in 2020. Impacted by epidemicinduced travel restrictions, Chinese consumers no longer traveled as much to buy
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international brands abroad, but their thirst for them remains real. Official data showed
China's imports of consumer goods rose by 8.2% year-on-year to 1.57 trillion yuan in
2020, accounting for 11% of the country's total value of imports. The growth partly
resulted from China’s expanding cross-border e-commerce business, which rocketed by
31.1% from a year ago in aggregate import-export volume.



China's consumer spending gains steam, underpinning growth: China's consumer
spending continued to gather steam in November, solidifying its role as a key growth
engine for economic recovery. The retail sales of consumer goods rose 5% year-on-year
to 3.95 trillion yuan (about US$603.7 billion) in November, the National Bureau of
Statistics said. The growth picked up from a 4.3% gain in October, sustaining an upward
momentum from the first positive growth this year in August.



China's global luxury market share nearly doubles in 2020: Following a slow start due
to COVID-19, China's luxury spending has rebounded strongly as global travel
restrictions have pushed consumers to buy local rather than overseas. The mainland
luxury market is expected to climb by 48% year-on-year to almost 346 billion yuan
(US$53 billion) this year. The growth has propelled China to double its share of the
global luxury market in 2020, a trend expected to continue through 2025, says a joint
research report by Bain & Company and Tmall Luxury.

____________________________________________________________

Travel Trends
____________________________________________________________


China domestic travel recovers to 70% of 2019 levels during holiday: China’s Ministry
of Transport reported 515 million domestic travel trips during the National Day holiday,
a decline of 1.5% from the comparable period in 2020 and down 29.9% on the same
period in 2019. Domestic tourism revenues of 389 billion yuan (US$60.3 billion)
declined 4.7% year-on-year and were down 40.1% compared to 2019.



Bookings for short-haul holiday trips rise 56%: Leading OTA Trip.com’s data show that
just as many travelers chose to travel within a province or across provinces during the
national vacation week in October. In-depth destination exploration was gaining
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popularity. Due to travel limitations in certain regions, there was an increase in demand
for short-haul trips, or travelling within the same province if long-distance journeys
were desired.


Chinese travel demand likely to continue recovering, says Trip.com: China's domestic
travel demand is expected to fully recover soon, with corporate travel in the country
already exceeding pre-Covid levels by some 20%-30%, Trip.com CEO Jane Sun said.
Domestic travel has recovered faster than international travel as border restrictions
remain, and pent-up demand for international travel has helped the OTA’s domestic
business grow, Ms. Sun said.



State media: Ensure safe and sound travel rebounds: The latest Covid-19 outbreak in
southeastern China, with 75 locally transmitted cases, has once again rung the alarm
bell for the country's pandemic prevention and control work. State media China Daily
said the government now faces the pressing task of making the best use of the peaktravel season to reinvigorate the tourism sector while at the same time ensuring that
the novel coronavirus is confined to the few high-risk areas in the country.



Trip.com sees the light of recovery: Compared with January-June volumes, Ctrip
searches for European flights grew by over 150% in July and continued to rise in August,
peaking on 12 August at over 320% higher than the pre-summer volume. Searches for
European hotels rose by 80% in August.



China suspends group travel to provinces with high, medium risk: Travel agencies and
online travel companies in China have been asked to immediately suspend transprovincial group tours, air ticket and hotel reservation services once there are high and
medium Covid-19 risk areas in provinces, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism said. Such
tours will resume after the high- and medium-risk areas in the affected provinces are
cleared, said official Hou Zhengang.



Domestic travel during Mid-Autumn Festival hits 87% of 2019 levels: A total of 88.16
million domestic tourist trips were made nationwide during this year's Mid-Autumn
Festival holidays, equivalent to 87.2% of the 2019 level, according to statistics from the
Ministry of Culture and Tourism.



Personalized, customized travels a niche in nation: Personalized or customized travel,
emerging niche destinations, as well as safe and flexible tours, are expected to gain
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popularity among Chinese tourists in the second half of 2021, according to an Airbnb
China survey. People plan to spend about eight days on their summer trips, on average;
45% of respondents have booked at least one trip in the second half of the year; 70%
considered homestays or short-term rentals as accommodation for summer travels; and
cleanliness and safety of rooms are top priorities.


Emerging Chinese travel trends and promising prospects in Europe: Bookings for group
tourists and independent travelers between July 1 and August 31 have surged to over
10 times that of the same period in 2020, and orders involving inter-provincial trips have
soared 413% from the same period last year, Shanghai-based online travel operator
Trip.com revealed. About 24% of group tourists are families with two or more children,
doubling that of the same period in 2020 and four times from 2019.



Summer sports travel bookings nearly double pre-pandemic levels: With the 2020
Olympic Games concluded, travelers around the world are excited to get active when
traveling and eager to enjoy healthier sports- and activity-based trips. Trip.com Group's
data show that since May of this year the number of sports-related bookings in
mainland China has increased nearly 6.6 times. At its peak, on July 17, the single highest
day booking volume reached nearly 10,000 bookings. This year’s summer sports travel
boom surpassed that of the same period in 2019, with sports-related travel bookings
up 97.6%, and nearly 2 times higher compared to the same period in 2020.



Sports tourism increasingly popular among China’s young generations: An increasing
number of young adults are keen on sports tourism, with the post-‘90s (born in the
1990s) being the mainstream and accounting for 40% of the total, according to a recent
report on China's sports tourism released by travel services and social networking
platform Mafengwo and state-backed China Tourism Academy. “Sports+social” has
become a trend among the young generations.



Chinese people made 1.8 billion+ trips in first half of 2021: Chinese people made 1.871
billion domestic trips in the first half of 2021, up 100.8% year-on-year, and recovering
to 60.9% of the pre-epidemic level in 2019, data from the Ministry of Culture and
Tourism showed. The growth rate has gradually slowed due to last year's low base, said
the ministry.



China reports 2.36 billion domestic trips in first half: Chinese people made 2.36 billion
domestic trips in the first half of 2021, up by 153% from the same period in 2020,
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according to a China Tourism Academy report. Domestic tourism revenue stood at
1.95 trillion yuan (about US$301 billion) during this period, up by 208% year-on-year.
Domestic trips and tourism revenue had recovered to about 77% and 70%, respectively,
of the level of the first half of 2019.


CHINA TOP DOMESTIC TRAVEL MARKET:
China became the world’s largest domestic
travel market in 2020 for the first time ever, as air travel rebounded in the domestic
market. Domestic Chinese flights represented 20% of all global flights in 2020, a
significant rise from its 10% market share in 2019. Travel demand in China remains
high and continues to grow.



Summer tourism market sizzling hot with family and group visitors: Bookings for group
tourists and independent travelers between July 1 and August 31 have surged to over
10 times that of the same period in 2020, and orders involving inter-provincial trips have
soared 413% from the same period last year, Shanghai-based online travel operator
Trip.com revealed. About 24% of group tourists are families with two or more children,
doubling that of the same period in 2020 and four times from 2019.



Hotel performance recovery in China isn’t just faster, it’s different: Reduced
restrictions and low caseloads lifted mainland China hotel occupancy to nearly normal
levels by August 2020, with a short, sharp “V” in recovery as specific markets locked
down and reopened. However, occupancy has not been the only metric to recover in
Mainland China, Str.com reported. In an unexpected turn of events, average daily rate
(ADR) has recovered just as swiftly as occupancy. China’s somewhat unique mitigation
efforts have produced hotel performance recovery that differs significantly from many
parts of the world.



DOMESTIC TRAVEL SHOWING STABLE RECOVERY: according to the China Tourism
Academy, Chinese consumers made 2.36 billion domestic trips in the first half of 2021,
up 153% from the same period in 2020 but still only 77% of pre-pandemic levels.
Domestic tourism revenue stood at $301 billion during this period, up 208% year on
year, 70% of pre-pandemic levels.
Domestic travel in the second half of 2021 is
projected to rise to 88% of pre-pandemic levels as the domestic travel markets rapidly
recover.



China sees 2.36 billion domestic trips in first half of year：Chinese people made 2.36
billion domestic trips in the first half of 2021, up by 153% from the same period in 2020,
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according to a report released by the China Tourism Academy. Domestic tourism
revenue stood at RMB 1.95 trillion (about USD 301 billion) during this period, up by 208%
year on year. Domestic trips and tourism revenue had recovered to about 77% and 70%,
respectively, of the level of the first half of 2019.



Trip.com bookings reveal steady domestic recovery during holiday: Trip.com Group’s
2021 Dragon Boat festival data reveal a continuing stable recovery of China’s domestic
travel market over the three-day national holiday. More than half of tourists chose
short-haul trips during the break. Over 80% of high-speed railway trips were made by
users aged 18-35. Many tourists opted to vacation on the outskirts of their city,
preferring outdoor-themed tourism.



Gen Z to drive China's domestic tourism in summer: China's domestic tourism is poised
to heat up during the forthcoming summer vacation, following a smooth vaccination
drive and the economy being largely invigorated, according to an Airbnb report.
Generation Z travelers are expected to boost new bookings; 95% of travelers are looking
forward to a trip this summer, and two-thirds are planning to, or have already, booked
one, the report said.



China’s family travel market set to rise: Tencent-backed online travel company
Tongcheng-Elong released a report on family travel in China in 2020 and related trends
for the future. The report pointed out that the increase in the number of children aged
14 or younger reflects the potential for growth of family travel. Flight booking data from
Tongcheng-Elong showed that although long-haul trips catering for families with
children aged 12 and younger declined 13.8% in 2020 compared to pre-Covid levels,
long-haul family trips taken in July and August as well as January had shown peak
demand.



Family camping trips offer more choice, value and memories: For many Chinese
parents, family camping trips have become increasingly popular. It is a chance to break
free from urban responsibilities and get close to nature with their children. A report
released by online travel agency Trip.com showed that expenditure on trips by Chinese
families in the first half of 2021 increased by 41% from the same period last year, with a
surge in camping and outdoor activities.



Red tourism contributes to China’s economic growth: Red tourism contributed more
than 1 trillion yuan (US$ 154.5 billion) to China’s economic growth in 2020, according to
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a report released by online travel agency Qunar. Red tourism, involving visits to sites with
a modern revolutionary legacy, has become popular, with sales of tickets rising by about
60% year-on-year during recent holidays.



Census data indicates aging population an advantage for travel industry: China’s
overall population increased to 1.412 billion in 2020, the National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS) confirmed. Data showed the Chinese population is aging faster: from 2010 to
2020, people aged 60 and 65+ increased by 2.51% and 2.72% respectively. James Liang,
chairman of Trip.com, noted that the larger population of seniors was an advantage for
the travel industry. Among Chinese travelers, the mainstream was middle-aged and
senior groups who have more time and money than the 20-to-30-year-old group.



Participation in cultural and expo visits continues to rise: Chinese tourism website
Ctrip.com revealed the 10 most popular Chinese museums on its site in the first half of
2021. It said the number of museum tickets booked through the platform increased by
75% compared to the same period in 2019. The OTA’s report also showed that
enthusiasm for cultural and expo tours continued to rise. Data shows that female
visitors are more likely to visit museums, accounting for 52% of the total. Additionally,
museum tours were taken by tourists of all ages, with those aged 31-40 the largest
group (41%), followed by people aged 21-30 (29%).



Upscale hotel market booming on Chinese mainland: Rising demand for premium
hospitality experiences is boosting China’s luxury hotel market. A recent survey by the
world’s largest hospitality consulting brand, Horwath HT, reveals robust growth in the
upper-mid scale hotel market on the Chinese mainland in 2020. In particular, there was
a year-on-year increase of 167% in deals involving luxury hotels. Shanghai has a mature
high-end consumption market, and the Greater Bay area in South China is thriving.



China's tourism sector reports accelerated recovery: China's tourism sector has
reported a strong recovery so far this year and is expected to continue its current
momentum as it further lifts travel restrictions amid a stable Covid-19 situation. The
tourism sector logged encouraging statistics during the Spring Festival holiday in midFebruary, according to data from the China Tourism Academy. Domestic tourism
revenue recorded year-on-year growth starting from the third day of the weeklong
holiday, while the number of tourists traveling to and from major tourist destinations,
like Guangdong, Shanghai and Beijing, exceeded or almost reached the levels seen
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during the 2019 Spring Festival. The demand for leisure city travel, vacations in the
suburbs, family trips and study tours showed a strong upward trend, the academy said.
China's tourism revenue during the Lunar New Year in 2021 reached 301.1 billion
yuan ($46.24 billion), higher than the 278.28 billion yuan the industry earned in 2020
when the pandemic lockdowns were in full force, but much lower than the 513.9
billion yuan the industry generated in 2019, according to data from China's Ministry
of Culture and Tourism. The China Tourism Academy now expects that 4.1 billion
domestic trips will be made in the country this year, up 42 percent from last year.


China's domestic tourism in speedy recovery as spring arrives: With Covid-19 well
under control across China, there’s been a speedy recovery in domestic tourism as spring
arrives. Data from Qyer.com shows that featured routes, niche tourism, local in-depth
tours and self-driving tours are favored by Chinese people. Compared with last year, the
demand of camping, RV tours and self-driving travel increased by 303.5%, 243.5% and
78.6% respectively.



Online travel industry reports family trips still a favorite in 2021: Research and data
platform Fastdata has released a report on the development of China’s online travel
industry in 2020 and trends for 2021. Domestic travel volume in China slumped 52.1%
year-on-year in 2020, with only 2.88 billion domestic tourist trips and 61.1% less revenue
at RMB 2.2 trillion (US$340.5 billion). Online travel transaction volumes dropped more
than 50%. However, the industry rebounded steadily from May. In December, the
number of air passengers was 74.5% of the same period in 2019; railway passengers
were back to 78.9%.



China to see increased domestic tourism in 2021: A total of 4.1 billion domestic tourist
trips will be made in China in 2021, up 42% from 2020, according to a report from China
Tourism Academy. China will gain 3.3 trillion yuan (about US$511 billion) in revenue
from domestic tourism in 2021, an increase of 48% year-on-year, said the report. Amid
the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, China saw approximately 2.88 billion domestic
tourist trips in 2020, a 52.1% year-on-year slump, according to the Ministry of Culture
and Tourism. However, people's passion for travel returned quarter by quarter. During
the Chinese Spring Festival holiday which began on Feb. 11 and continued until Feb. 17,
the tourism industry recorded positive figures. The number of tourists traveling to and
from major tourist destinations like Guangdong, Henan, Jiangsu, Shanghai, Chongqing
and Beijing exceeded or almost reached levels of the 2019 Spring Festival.
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New trends thrive amid China's "staying put" holiday: As inter-city travel was
minimized during the holiday amid strict anti-epidemic measures to reduce the risk of
infection, people savored a variety of entertainment options within their cities. The
transaction value of local hotel bookings surged 190% year-on-year during the holiday,
according to data from Alibaba's online travel service provider. Ski resorts and spa
centers were among the most popular local destinations, according to search results on
Alipay.



Booming winter sports tourism in China with Winter Olympics one year away: Winter
sports like skiing have become popular for many Chinese people since Beijing won the
bid in 2015 to host the 2022 Winter Olympics, national broadcaster CGTN reported. In
just a few years, China has become the fastest-growing ski market in the world, with an
ever increasing number of ski resorts and ski visits. Tourist numbers and revenue in the
sector have also surged.



Chinese travelers are more optimistic about travel in 2021: Global research by Expedia
has found that Chinese travelers are more optimistic about travel in 2021 than travelers
from other Asia Pacific countries, with more than three-quarters expressing positive
sentiment, the highest across all 11 markets surveyed. Many of the rationales that drove
travel in Asia Pacific during Covid-19 – such as needing a change of scenery, using
vacation days, or visiting friends and family – will carry over to this year, according to the
report.



Authorities ask people to cut travel as outbreaks rise: In January, China experienced its
worst Covid-19 outbreaks since March 2020, with healthcare officials reporting over 100
cases a day. The cases remain clustered around northern China, with Jilin, Hebei, and
Heilongjiang provinces experiencing the largest increases, although the death toll
remains largely unchanged. The rise was especially untimely with the fast-approaching
Chinese New Year holiday. Concerns around travel are high, as millions of people
prepare to travel and authorities appealed to citizens to cut down on non-essential
travel during the break when hundreds of millions usually visit their home towns. Presale of railway tickets before the Spring Festival has dropped by nearly 60% compared
with the same period in the previous year. China’s National Health Commission is
requiring Spring Festival travelers to show a negative test result for Covid-19 which must
be administered within seven days of travel.



Rising demand for quality family trips: Due to the impact of Covid-19, the number of
trips taken by Chinese families in 2020 fell to an average of 2.4, down from 2.7 in 2019,
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according to a Trip.com report. About 40% of Chinese families chose road trips for family
vacation; 28% of families book rail trips, while 32% flew, reflecting the shift in 2020 to
local regional holidays. The share of post-1980s parents who booked family trips via
Ctrip reached 41%, followed by post-1990s (32%) and post-1970s (20%). Most family
trips lasted 3 to 5 days, accounting for 45% of the total, followed by 6 to 8 days (31%)
and 8+ days (4%). Theme parks accounted for 27% of family trips, followed by natural
scenery (22%), architecture (19%), city tours (12%), museums (11%) and historical sites
(9%).


Chinese outbound tourism to gain strength: After additional delays to travel activities
due to Covid-19, the next wave of Chinese outbound tourists will be stronger, according
to Wolfgang Georg Arlt, founder of China Outbound Tourism Research Institute. Dr. Arlt
expected trends in post-pandemic Chinese travel to include live-streaming, domestic
destination competition, skiing, new and less-visited destinations and travel retail.



Offshore duty-free sector set to extend beyond Hainan: The huge success of Hainan
province’s offshore duty-free sector is set to spawn similar zones elsewhere in China,
according to a report in China Daily. Chinese consumers are likely to remain cautious
about international travel, the report said, even after the pandemic ends, so most luxury
brands believe that domestic growth will continue in 2021 at about 30%.



Trip.com heralds new era for small, private groups: A report by leading Chinese OTA
Trip.com indicates tours for boutique hotels and small groups were gaining popularity in
2020, with mid- and high-level products leading the growth. The number of private
group offerings rose by 400% to nearly 60,000.



China expects 230 million ice trips this winter: Chinese tourists are expected to make
230 million trips featuring ice and snow during the current winter season, the China
Tourism Academy reported, generating more than $60 billion in revenue for the industry.
Local regional visitors are expected to account for 60% of visitors, with 49.4% of tourists
preferring 4-6-day packages.



New Year holiday travel bookings reach peak in China: The popularity of domestic
travel destinations for the New Year holiday period (Jan. 1 to 3) in China is up 320%
month-on-month, according to Trip.com. Searches by the OTA platform's 300 million
domestic users show more people prefer to travel in depth and choose relatively niche
destinations. Lower priced air tickets and entry price reductions or exemptions offered
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by many scenic spots have helped cut the average price of New Year's Day tours by 25%
compared with 2019. The average cost of private group travel is down 40% on the same
period last year.


Chinese tourists are discovering their own country in RVs: With most international
borders closed, mainland Chinese tourists have been exploring their own country
instead, the South China Morning Post reported. A small but growing number have been
taking the road less traveled, driving hired or their own recreational vehicles (RVs). 849
companies doing RV rentals were established in China in the second quarter of 2020,
up by 36% year-on-year, SCMP said.



TAs in China handle 83% fewer domestic trips in Q2: Domestic tours organized by travel
agencies in China attracted 7.79 million travelers in the second quarter, 83.23% less than
the same period last year. The total number of domestic tourists handled was 10.12
million, 78.59% lower year-on-year. The figures are drawn from data provided by 30,201
travel agencies, or 76.13% of the nation's total 39,670 travel agencies, to the Ministry of
Culture and Tourism.



Mafengwo's report sheds light on night tourism trends: A report by Chinese travel
services and social networking platform Mafengwo show that young consumers are the
most active participants in night tours. More than 72% of tourists from the post-‘95
generation (born in or after 1995) made specific plans for their night tours. Young urban
white-collar workers with a monthly salary of RMB 15,000 (US$2,292) were more willing
to experience night tours, with 96.46% of this group making plans for night travel. More
than half of those with a monthly income of RMB 20,000 (US$3,057) would include night
tours in their itineraries.

________________________________________________________

In-Market DMO Activities
___________________________________________________________


International destination marketing:



International destination marketing:
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 SCOTLAND: Visit Scotland launched its new China tourism fair “Discover Scotland,”
including a B2B online sales mission and five offline destination exhibitions, to
allow Scotland partners to build contacts with key travel agents.
 RUSSIA: The Russian Tourism Administration is launching a new China Ready
program to help Russian destinations provide better services to Chinese visitors.
 GERMANY MICE: The German Convention Bureau held a series of online
roadshows from October 25 to 29 to re-launch business relationships between
German MICE suppliers and Chinese MICE planners.
 TCC ROAD SHOW: The Tourism Coordination Center for China, Central and
Eastern Europe (TCC) online roadshow will operate from October 18 to December
9. Countries from Central and Eastern Europe – Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia, Estonia and Bulgaria – will participate.
Their aim is to lay a foundation for the restart of travel between China and the
European destinations.
 AUSTRIA: The Austrian National Tourist Office has organized local Austrian
partners to join an online sales mission from September 7 to November 6. It will
connect with Chinese trade partners through one-on-one online meetings to
start developing business cooperation opportunities for when borders re-open.
 AUSTRALIA: Tourism Australia held press conferences in Beijing, Guangzhou,
Chengdu and Shanghai to officially launch the newly upgraded Aussie Specialist
Program website and digital tools. Since March 2020, Tourism Australia has
strengthened its contact with travel partners through the program by launching
80 online trainings and 30 offline activities. Approximately 10,000 Chinese travel
trade partners have finished the program and become qualified Australian
Tourism experts.
 NORDIC DESTINATIONS: Visit Denmark, Visit Sweden, Visit Finland and the
European Tourism Commission jointly sponsored an annual media event called
“#Nordic Future,” including a media roundtable, on October 13. They invited 30
China media partners to discuss sustainable tourism development in the post
pandemic era.
 DESTINATION DC: Destination DC has launched a new online training program for
more Chinese travel agency partners to become experts to recommend the U.S.
capital and its unique tourism products to their consumers next year.
 HUNGARY: Visit Hungary organized three local partners – EETS, MIKI Travel and
Parisi Udvar Hotel Budapest by HYATT – to host an online one-on-one training
seminar on October 19 to engage directly with Chinese travel trade partners.
 VALENCIA: Tourism Valencia activated its Weibo and WeChat accounts to actively
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interact with Chinese consumers and relaunch its China marketing programs.
DESTINATION CANADA: Destination Canada launched an offline event on
October 19 in Shanghai with Canada in-market partners to introduce various
tourism resources and iconic experiences.
HOLLAND: Holland launched a winter travel themed campaign to Chinese
consumers and trade partners, with the Beijing Winter Olympics Committee
promoting the campaign.
KOH SAMUI, THAILAND: Koh Samui held an online seminar to introduce its
current re-opening policy and products to Chinese travel trade.
SWITZERLAND: Switzerland held an online seminar, introducing updated
destination product to Chinese travel trade.
CANADA: Northwest Territories launched an online workshop, updating
destination information and products to Chinese travel trade.
SOUTH AFRICA: South Africa’s 2021 online mission registration opened to travel
trade.
SEVILLE, SPAIN: Seville Tourist Board visited Beijing to make presentations at
Beijing International Fair for Trade and Service.
AUSTRIA: Austria Tourist Board launched a 3-day online seminar, presenting its
latest travel products to Chinese travel trade partners.
SAUDI ARABIA - ALIBABA PARTNERSHIP: Saudi Tourism Authority (STA) signed
an MOU with Alibaba Cloud, the digital technology and intelligence backbone of
Alibaba Group. It establishes a framework for collaborative that will create a
“seamless visitor experience” for Chinese tourists visiting Saudi Arabia. Alibaba
Cloud will provide technical support to Saudi Arabia to help its promotion as a
tourist destination to travelers in the China market and ensure their improved
digital experiences.

 HOLLAND： Holland launched a winter travel themed campaign to Chinese
consumers and trade partners, with the Beijing Winter Olympics Committee
promoting the launch of the campaign.
 KOH SAMUI THAILAND： Koh Samui held an online seminar introducing its
current re-opening policy and products to the Chinese travel trade.
 SWITZERLAND: Switzerland held an online seminar, introducing updated
destination product to the Chinese travel trade.
 CANADA: the Northwest Territories launched an online workshop, updating
destination information and products to the Chinese travel trade.
 SOUTH AFRICA: South Africa’s 2021 online mission registration opened to the
travel trade.
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 Finland: Finland launched an online China Mission with 26 partners from Finland
to engage with Chinese partners. The online showroom will remain open until
December 16, with livestreaming and B2B appointments scheduled from
September 14-16.
 Israel: Israel held a culinary themed livestreaming consumer activation on Weibo,
connecting Chinese travelers with the taste of Israel.
 Europe appointed strategic partner of ITB China 2021: The European Travel
Commission (ETC) is strengthening ties with ITB China (November 24–26) as a
Strategic Partner for 2021, reflecting optimism for the return of Chinese tourism
to Europe, and the importance of maintaining close ties with Chinese agents and
buyers. Confirmed European destinations exhibiting in the EUROPE pavilion
include:
 Austria (Austrian National Tourist Office)
 Croatia (Croatian National Tourist Board)
 Czech Republic (Czech Tourism)
 Denmark & Norway (Scandinavian Tourist Board)
 Germany (German National Tourist Board)
 Ireland (Tourism Ireland)
 Netherlands (Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions)
 Poland (Polish Tourism Organization)
 Portugal (Visit Portugal)
 France (Atout France)
Separate from the European Tourism Commission pavilion, ITB China will feature
major stand-alone pavilions by other major European destinations including:






Finland (Visit Finland)
Italy (ENIT - Italian National Tourist Board)
Malta (Malta Tourism Authority)
Spain (TOURSPAIN)
Switzerland (Switzerland Tourism)

 United Kingdom (VisitBritain)
 Spain: Trip.com (aka Ctrip) Group’s chairman met Spain's Secretary of State for
Tourism in Madrid to discuss deepening ties between China’s leading travel
service provider and one of China’s top destination nations. The meeting took
place at the offices of the Secretary of State for Tourism in Madrid and focused
on how best to promote Spain as a destination for outbound Chinese following
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the opening up of international travel.
 Italy: 2022 is set to be the China - Italy Culture and Tourism Year as Italy works to
attract Chinese travelers back following the re-opening of international travel.
 New Zealand: Tourism New Zealand launched a major digital campaign calling all
Chinese who have previously visited New Zealand to write down their best
memories of New Zealand, to encourage them to re-visit New Zealand, and
attract new Chinese inspired by those UGC contents posted by New Zealand
travel alumni from China. New Zealand Tourism has launched a new MICE
livestreaming seminar to introduce its renewed resource portfolio to the China
MICE market and prepare for recovery.
 Greece: Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis and Chinese President Xi agreed to
launch the Greece-China Year of Culture and Tourism from September 2021. It
will be extended to 2022 as a good opportunity to further strengthen relations
and increase tourist flows between the countries.
 Fiji: Tourism Fiji has launched a honeymoon and wedding guide in China, linking
local resorts and wedding planners directly with Chinese consumers.
 Switzerland: Switzerland Tourism hosted a press conference in Beijing to launch
its movie and music themed China consumer campaign. The event was in
partnership with Lufthansa and Baidu, and 60 media and influencers participated.
 Los Angeles: LATCB has launched in-person B2B events in Chengdu, Beijing and
Shanghai to refresh its in-market training materials and trade programs.
 ISRAEL: Israel held a culinary themed livestreaming consumer activation on
Weibo connecting Chinese travelers with the taste of Israel.


International destination marketing:
 Spain: Spain launched a China roadshow to re-engage with media and local trade
partners to prepare for the re-opening of travel from China.
 European Union: The E.U is hosting a 3-day virtual trade show in China organized
by AVIAREPS to connect partners and stakeholders in preparation for re-opening
of the EU to Chinese travel.
 Malaysia: Penang hosted a virtual MICE show in China targeting Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Chengdu regional markets to prepare for the reopening of MICE bookings.
 Macau: Macau is launching “Macau Week” with a series of consumer roadshows
and B2B events to strengthen recovery of the mainland China market.
 Singapore: Singapore is launching virtual seminars with travel trade partners in
China as borders are now open to Chinese tourists.
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 Australia: Australia Tourism Exchange 2021 was held in Suzhou, connecting
190 buyers and 638 Australian suppliers both offline and online.
 SWITZERLAND: Switzerland Tourism hosted a major press conference in Beijing
to launch its movie and music themed China consumer campaign. The event
was in partnership with Lufthansa and Baidu, with 60 media and influencers
participating.
 LOS ANGELES: LATCB has launched in-person B2B events in Chengdu, Beijing
and Shanghai to refresh it’s in-market training materials and trade programs.
 Los Angeles: Los Angeles has launched its “Comeback Story” campaign across
both consumer and travel trade digital platforms, as the destination relaunches
promotions in the Chin market.
 New Zealand: New Zealand has launched a major China digital consumer
campaign that enables Chinese to build their own FIT itineraries in preparation
for re-opening of borders. Destinations are now moving from “maintain share of
mind” to “prepare to travel” to catch the first wave of recovery travel from China
expected in the second half of 2021. Tourism New Zealand held its offline finale
event for “New Zealand Wishes” campaign, inviting media and travel trade
partners in person.
 Austria: the Austrian National Tourist Office held a virtual trade fair and offline
cocktail party/travel industry gathering at the Austrian Embassy in Beijing to
announce its re-opening plans for the second half of 2021. Invitations for the
offline event were extended to key media and travel trade partners in Beijing.
 Canada: Tourism Canada launched a major virtual trade fair connecting suppliers
in Canada and trade partners in China. Offline coffee breaks at Tim’s were also
hosted in Beijing so China-based representatives of Canadian tourism entities
could have face-to-face meetings with major Chinese outbound trade partners.


International destination marketing:
 SWEDEN: Visit Sweden conducted a 13-hour online live-streaming of the aurora
through WeChat UL to around 260,000 viewers on Feb. 1, making it the most
popular tourism live-streaming in the month.
 THAILAND: The Southeast Asian country launched its incentive MICE program
Ease Up and special project "Thai loves you" for the Chinese market to attract
more MICE business during 2021.
 SPAIN: The tourism ministry’s promotion arm is preparing for destinations in
Spain to welcome the new wave of Chinese visitors after the end of the pandemic.
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It is the first European tourism authority to implements a Recovery and Resilience
program for a more sustainable Chinese outbound tourism market.


Trip.com, Abu Dhabi ink China partnership: Leading China OTA, Trip.com, has signed an
exclusive 18-month China business development collaboration with Abu Dhabi's
Experience Hub. It will promote Yas Island as a holiday destination for Chinese tourists.



International destination marketing:
 SCANDINAVIA: on January 8, 2021, the Scandinavian Tourist Board held an offline
event in Beijing, themed "HEI HEJ, long time no see," to meet and greet travel industry
and media partners to better prepare the country for recovery in 2021.
 SAUDI ARABIA: on January 11, 2021, the Royal Commission for AlUla (RCU)
successfully held an event in Shanghai to start its 2021 China roadshow. In following
visits to Beijing and Guangzhou, AlUla's historic and cultural resources were
introduced to nearly 200 Chinese travel agencies, media and industry partners.
 NEW ZEALAND: in 2020, Tourism New Zealand attracted 220,000 industry partners
and 620,000 citizens through 37 live-streaming events intended to focus Chinese
visitors on New Zealand and maintain the confidence of industry partners.
 DESTINATION D.C.: on January 13, 2021, the DMO for Washington, DC held its first
online famtrip via a Tencent Conference. Chinese industry partners were invited to
experience a one-day online tour to experience local attractions and food.



Museums embrace livestreaming to trigger Chinese: The popularity of livestreaming
by museums in China is pushing cultural organizations around the world to follow suit,
according to a report by Jing Culture & Commerce. Fliggy has arranged partnerships
with the Palace of Versailles, the Louvre, the British Museum and the Museo del Prado
in Madrid to help Chinese travelers go on virtual holidays. The British Museum attracted
more than 370,000 Chinese visitors within the first minute of livestreaming, the report
said.



China, Cuba officials strengthen tourist cooperation: China and Cuba have signed an
MOU to support joined plans and projects to expand tourist flows to the Caribbean
nation. Cuban Ambassador in Beijing Carlos Miguel Pereira said the collaboration would
pave the way for a greater presence of Chinese travelers on the island.



Chamber supports Guangzhou-Phuket tourism route: The Thai-Chinese Chamber of
Commerce plans to propose a tourism route from Guangzhou to Phuket under a travel
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bubble scheme. The chamber believes it would help the island province recover from
the recession brought on by the pandemic and lack of foreign travel.


Thailand moots convention alliance with China, Japan and Korea: Thailand Convention
and Exhibition Bureau and Thailand Incentive and Convention Association are proposing
an Asia Convention Alliance to revive international conventions. The proposed founding
members of the alliance are Mainland China, Japan, Korea, Thailand and Taiwan.



Events: Qatar National Tourism Council and Tourism Ireland held a VIP Partners
Appreciation Banquet this month. NYC & Company launched a “Rise, Renew and
Recover” online seminar to share ongoing and upcoming travel activities.

____________________________________________________________

Airlift
____________________________________________________________


China Southern Airlines to operate 24 international services in November: China
Southern Airlines announced plans to operate 24 international services in November,
including routes connecting Guangzhou to Amsterdam, Paris, Los Angeles, Jakarta,
Singapore, Tokyo and more.



Airline discounting continues as winter travel looms: China’s airline industry, on the
cusp of the traditional winter low season, is offering 50% to 70% discounts on air tickets
across a large number of routes. Some prices are even cheaper than high-speed rail,
casting a shadow over the fourth quarter performance of major domestic carriers.



China expected to keep curbs on international flights throughout H1 2022: China's
aviation regulator is likely to maintain current tight caps on international flights through
the first half of 2022, analysts cited Air China as saying. The Civil Aviation Administration
of China (CAAC) last month said that weekly international flights were at only 2% of 2019
levels, as more flights were suspended amid a rising number of imported Covid-19 cases.



China’s passenger travel plunged by 51% in August amid Covid-19 resurgence:
Passenger travel in China plunged 51.5% in August from a year earlier to 22.4 million
trips amid a Covid-19 resurgence, state-run Xinhua News Agency reported, citing the
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Civil Aviation Administration of China. The number of trips was only about 36.6% of the
number recorded in August 2019, the CAAC said, before data became distorted by the
impact of the pandemic.


Tougher EU airport slot rules trigger Asia retaliation threat. Regulators in Asian hubs
like Singapore and Hong Kong have threatened to retaliate against European Union plans
to force airlines to start using take-off and landing slots frozen during the coronavirus
pandemic, a move that could oblige Europe's carriers to fly empty seats for thousands
of miles at a loss.



Chinese ‘Big Three’ domestic traffic hits 2021 low. Domestic traffic in August at China’s
three largest airlines hit a new low in 2021 as parts of the Chinese mainland battled a
surge in coronavirus infections caused by the more contagious Delta variant. Air China,
China Eastern Airlines and China Southern Airlines all carried significantly fewer
passengers compared to the same period in 2020, as well as in July. Capacity was also
significantly cut during the month.






40% CAPACITY LIMITS IMPOSED ON US-CHINA FLIGHTS:
in response to limits
imposed by the Chinese government on four United Airlines flights due to passengers
arriving in China with COVID, the U.S. Transportation Department reciprocated by
limiting four Chinese flights to 40% passenger capacity for four weeks.
DOMESTIC AIRLIFT CAPACITY CONTRACTION:
extreme weather coupled with
ongoing COVID-19 travel restrictions to halt the spread of the Delta variant of COVID-19
caused China’s aviation market to contract. Chinese airlines have slashed their capacity
during what should have been the peak summer season. Analysis of OAG data shows
that China Southern’s capacity last week was 49% lower last week than just four weeks
ago (w/c July 12, 2021). Other major airlines have also recorded large drops, with
China Eastern’s capacity down by 36% and Air China’s down by 37.3% over the same
time period. The large capacity decrease in China last week contributed to a 6.5%
reduction in the number of seats worldwide and a sharp drop in the Asia Pacific region
as shown below:
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Long lines for flights to US as new semester approaches: Flights between China and the
United States have been almost completely full despite soaring ticket prices, as the U.S.
government eased COVID-19 restrictions on international students ahead of the new
semester. An increasing number of travelers, mainly Chinese students studying abroad,
have been waiting at airline counters at Shanghai Pudong International Airport recently.



Jiaodong International Airport has been launched: After a smooth transition from the
former airport, Qingdao Jiaodong International Airport started operations on Aug 12.
The new airport will replace Qingdao Liuting International Airport which has served the
city for 39 years. Qingdao is located in Shandong province on China’s east coast, only a
90-minute flight from Beijing.



China world's largest domestic air travel market in 2020: China became the largest
domestic air travel market in 2020 for the first time on record, as air travel rebounded
faster in its domestic market following the country's efforts to control COVID-19,
according to the International Air Transport Association. China's airlines outperformed
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other international airlines in 2020, the worst year on record, due to the country's
effective control of the COVID-19 pandemic.


Chinese airlines warn of continued pandemic impact: China's main airlines are warning
of continued risks posed by the Covid-19 pandemic, with their June operational data
showing a slowdown in air traffic from the previous month. China Southern carried 8.5
million passengers last month, 19% more than a year earlier but a 28% drop from the
previous month. Air China said it carried 6.3 million passengers in June, a 41% rise from
the previous year but 25% less than a month earlier. China Eastern carried 8.02 million
passengers in June, a 54% rise from a year earlier but 14% lower on the previous month.



China Southern Airlines is first in China to trial IATA Travel Pass: China Southern Airlines
announced that it has become the first airline company in mainland China to participate
in the International Air Transport Association's IATA Travel Pass program. The
Guangzhou-based carrier said the move will facilitate the connection between China's
international travel health certification and global standards, drive the development of
touchless international travel, and effectively prevent imported Covid cases.



China Southern Airlines passenger capacity up 13%: China Southern Airlines said its
June passenger capacity as measured by available seat kilometers rose by 13.23% from
last year. Passenger capacity for domestic, regional and international routes increased
by 12.60%, 126.92% and 25.30%, respectively. Total passenger traffic as measured by
revenue passenger kilometers increased by 23.9% while passenger traffic for
international routes declined by 1.7%. Passenger load factor was 75.47%, up by 6.50
percentage points, but the international-route load factor decreased by 13.80
percentage points.



CHINA SOUTHERN JOINS IATA TRAVEL PASS:
China Southern Airlines announced that
it has become the first airline in mainland China to join the International Air Transport
Association's IATA Travel Pass program.
This move by Asia’s largest airline is
expected to accelerate the connection between China's international travel health
certification and global standards, drive the development of touch-less international
travel, and effectively restore international travel to the China market.



PASSENGER FLOWS AT SHANGHAI AIRPORTS RETURNS TO PRE-COVID LEVELS: in the
first half of this year, passenger flows at the two major airports in Shanghai exceeded
36 million, of which domestic passenger flow was 35.3 million, returning to prepandemic 2019 levels.
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CHENGDU TIANFU AIRPORT OPENS: Chengdu Tianfu International Airport (TFU)
officially opened this week as Chengdu’s second international airport with a capacity to
handle 60 million passengers per year. The new Tianfu International Airport is
expected to become Chengdu’s main international hub leaving the existing Shuangliu
airport (CTU) with to primarily handle domestic flights. Chengdu becomes the third
city in China with two international air hubs, following Shanghai and Beijing. With both
CTU and TFU in operation, Chengdu has established its dominance as the international
gateway of Western China.



Chinese airlines report sound recovery in May: Chinese airlines' passenger turnover is
continuing its sound recovery, with major domestic carriers reporting positive year-onyear growth in May. Air China said passenger turnover in May increased by 113.1% yearon-year, although the month-on-month number showed a slight decline. Aviation
regulator CAAC said the scale of passenger travel remained the same as last month, but
it was equivalent to 93.6% of the same period in 2019.



Finnair, Juneyao Air collaborate on route: Finnair and Shanghai-based Juneyao Air will
enter a joint partnership on 1 July, 2021, so they can cooperate on flights between
Helsinki and Shanghai and other locations in China and Europe.



China's local air travel trips increase: The Civil Aviation Administration of China reported
51.09 million local air passenger trips in April, up 205.5% from a year earlier. This new
monthly record since the start of 2020 was 96.2% of trips for the same period in 2019.



Air China extends strategic partnership with Air New Zealand: Air China and Air New
Zealand announced they will extend their strategic alliance by a further five years until
March 2026, with both carriers committed to working together as the industry recovers
from the pandemic.



China slightly eases international flight suspension rules: China's aviation regulator will
slightly relax suspension rules on international flights due to Covid-19 as it seeks to
facilitate more flexible capacity arrangements for airlines. Carriers can now choose to
cap the load factor on a flight, or percentage of seats filled, to no more than 40% for four
weeks if more than five but less than 10 passengers on a previous flight test positive for
Covid-19 after arriving in China, the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) said.
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China to see 20% more weekly domestic flights than in 2019: Industry data shows that
the number of weekly domestic flights in China will be much higher than the year before
the epidemic, showing Chinese airlines are turning to domestic demand for the
industry's recovery. The overall number of weekly flights will reach 117,212, a year-onyear increase of 7.1%, with domestic routes growing significantly. China Eastern Airlines
and China Southern Airlines have the highest number of flights, exceeding 16,000 each.



Chinese carriers to increase airlift between U.S. and China: Hainan Airlines submitted
a new route schedule to the U.S. Department of Transportation for the period April 1 to
October 31, as follows:
 New York  Chongqing – 2 flights/week
 Los Angeles  Chongqing – 2 flights/week
 Boston  Beijing – 1 flight/day
 Seattle  Beijing – 1 flight/day
Xiamen Airlines has also applied for a new schedule from March 28 to October 28:
 Los Angeles  Xiamen – 2 flights/week



China's air passengers down 45% over Chinese New Year: China’s air passenger traffic
fell 45.16% year-on-year over Chinese New Year, the aviation regulator said on Thursday,
though signs of a quick recovery are emerging due to the country’s success in curbing
domestic transmission of the Covid-19 virus.



U.S. airlift: air carrier flights scheduled to North America in February include:

U.S.

Canada

China Southern Airlines

Guangzhou=Los Angeles

February 1 – February 28

Xiamen Airlines

Xiamen=Los Angeles

February 1 – February 28

Air China

Beijing/Tianjin=Los Angeles

February 1 – March 27

Shenzhen=Los Angeles

February 1 – March 27

China Eastern Airlines

Shanghai=New York

February 1 – March 27

Delta Air Lines

Shanghai=Detroit/Seattle

February 3 – February 28

Shanghai=Detroit

February 1 – February 28

United Airlines

Shanghai=San Francisco

February 1 – February 28

American Airlines

Shanghai=Dallas

February 1 – February 28

China Southern Airlines

Guangzhou=Vancouver

February 1 – February 28

Guangzhou=Toronto

February 1 – February 28

Xiamen Airlines

Xiamen=Vancouver

February 1 – February 28

Air China

Beijing=Vancouver

February 1 – March 27
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Beijing/Zhengzhou=Vancouver

February 1 – March 27

Shanghai=Toronto

February 1 – March 27

Nanjing=Vancouver

February 1 – March 27

Hainan Airlines

Beijing=Toronto

February 1 – March 27

Sichuan Airlines

Chengdu=Vancouver

February 1 – February 28

Air Canada

Shanghai=Vancouver

February 1 – February 28

China Eastern Airlines



Civil aviation flew 420 million passenger trips in 2020: China's civil aviation sector
handled 420 million passenger trips in 2020, 63.3% of 2019’s trip volume, the country's
civil aviation regulator reported. Momentum picked up in the fourth quarter, with
passenger numbers accounting for 84.2% of 2019 levels, CAAC said. The regulator said it
plans to increase the annual ratio to about 90% in 2021 amid the fight against Covid-19.



China eyes full rebound of air travel: China's civil aviation authority will adjust policies
to boost the resumption of international flights and improve international air cargo
capacity this year, it said in a report. CAAC said China will step up measures to ensure
efficient flight schedules for domestic and international airlines, upgrade China-U.S. and
China-Europe civil aviation cooperation, and gradually loosen air travel policies in the
special administrative regions of Hong Kong and Macau.



China extends UK flight suspensions: CAAC said flights to and from the UK will remain
suspended in order to respond to the possible impact of the mutant novel coronavirus
properly. The agency earlier announced a suspension of flights to and from the UK from
December 28 to January 10.



China imposes tougher restrictions on international flights: The Civil Aviation
Administration of China (CAAC) has announced stricter measures on international flights
into the country, as it moves to curb the number of imported coronavirus cases. If five
or more passengers on a flight arriving in China test positive for COVID-19, the airline
will have to suspend operations on the specified route for two weeks, instead of one
week as previously announced.



United Airlines, American halt non-stop flights to Shanghai: American Airlines and
United Airlines have ceased non-stop flights to Shanghai from the U.S. and included
Seoul on the route. The adjustment follows reports of lengthy waits for airline crew
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members upon arrival, limited local accommodation and restrictions on their movement
in China. Meanwhile, Delta Air Lines announced on WeChat that it has resumed nonstop flights connecting Shanghai to Seattle and Detroit.


Singapore, China commit to restoring normal air travel: Singapore and China have
expressed mutual willingness to restore normal air travel "at an appropriate time" during
discussions in early December. They are prepared to discuss how to open borders further,
including optimizing the Singapore-China Fast Lane and increasing flight frequencies.



ANA launches flight to Shenzhen, first since pandemic: All Nippon Airways has launched
a flight between Japan's Narita airport and Shenzhen in southern China. It is the airline’s
first new international route to open since the coronavirus outbreak was declared a
pandemic in March. The airline began operating the new route after the two countries
restarted reciprocal business travel in November.



China's domestic air market nearly recovered, rest of world still depressed: The
recovery of passenger demand continued to be disappointingly slow in October,
according to the International Air Transport Association (IATA). China’s domestic market
has nearly recovered, while most others remain deeply depressed. China’s domestic
traffic was down just 1.4% in October compared to October a year ago. Low fares and
so-called "all you can fly" deals boosted demand. China's domestic travel recovery boost
prospects for inflight connectivity providers. As China’s domestic travel and tourism
industry shows signs of recovery, inflight connectivity (IFC) service providers are looking
to the world’s most populous country as a growth market. By the end of 2020, China’s
three largest carriers — Air China, China Eastern and China Southern — had reported
demand returning to 90 percent of 2019 levels, but that changed quickly.

Travel Industry News
___________________________________________________________


Trip.com reports revenue gains in Q2, domestic market in recovery: Leading OTA
Trip.com Group reported that its second-quarter net revenue increased by 86% yearon-year and 43% quarter-on-quarter, driven by the strong recovery momentum of the
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China domestic market. Staycation travel continues to be a major driver of domestic
recovery with local hotel reservations growing by nearly 80% versus the pre-COVID
period in 2019. Chairman James Liang said that overseas brands such as Skyscanner and
Trip.com had showed quick sequential improvements. Skyscanner is still suffering losses,
although it is seeing pent-up and normalized travel demand, especially in European and
U.S. markets.


Tongcheng-Elong to renew strategic deal with shareholder Tencent: Tongcheng-Elong,
a Chinese online travel company invested by Tencent and Trip.com Group, announced a
proposed plan to leverage and renew its strategic partnership with Tencent from 2021
to 2024. As of March 31, the company’s registered users residing in non-first-tier cities
in China accounted for about 86.4% of total registered users. Tencent held 21.52% of
Tongcheng-Elong's shares while Trip.com Group controlled a 25.32% stake as of
September 6.



HNA Group to be broken into four independent units: HNA Group, one of China’s
largest global asset buyers spawned from the country’s largest privately-owned airline,
will be divided into four parts – aviation, airport, financial and commercial – with each
unit operating independently, according to a restructuring blueprint.



UNIVERSAL STUDIOS BEIJING: all types of tickets including VIP and front of line passes,
as well as hotel rooms for the 3-day Moon Festival Holiday were sold out 30 minutes
after launch of ticket sales at midnight on September 14. During the same time
window, front of line and VIP passes for the Golden Week Holiday were also sold out.



China suspends group travel to provinces with high, medium risk. Travel agencies and
online travel companies in China have been asked to immediately suspend transprovincial group tours, air ticket and hotel reservation services once there are high- and
medium COVID-19 risk areas in the provinces, according to the Ministry of Culture and
Tourism. Such tours will resume after the high- and medium-risk areas in the affected
provinces are cleared, said Hou Zhengang, an official said.



UNIVERSAL STUDIOS BEIJING GRAND OPENING: Universal Studios in Beijing opened
to invited guests on September 1 with the public grand opening to public set for
September 20, the Moon Festival Holiday weekend. The US$7.7 billion Beijing theme
park is the world’s largest Universal Studios.
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China curbs COVID-19 spread in tourism, culture sectors: China is stepping up efforts
to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in tourism and culture sectors as the country
experiences a new wave of COVID-19 outbreaks during the peak tourist season, the
Ministry of Culture and Tourism reported. The ministry has urged all travel agencies and
online platforms to avoid high and medium-risk areas in their offer of travel services,
pay close attention to COVID-19 situations at tourist destinations, and adjust or cancel
ongoing tours accordingly, said Yu Changguo, a ministry official, at a press conference.



HNA Group delays submitting restructuring plan till November: Chinese conglomerate
HNA Group said it has received a high-court ruling allowing it and 10 affiliates to delay
the submission date of a draft restructuring plan to November 10, 2021. The group said
that as basic work related to the restructuring is still in progress, and related contents
have yet been finalized, it applied to extend the submission date by three months.



TRAVELSKY RECORD PROFIT:
With the recovery of China’s domestic travel market,
China's GDS giant TravelSky said it expected a record profit for the 6 months through
June of up to $50.88 million versus a loss of $47.18 million seen in the same period last
year.



CHINA- ASEAN EXPO TOURISM:
China’s Ministry of Culture and Tourism announced
that the China – Asean Expo Tourism will be held in Guilin on October 15, 2021 with 50
international and 20 domestic exhibitors joining the 270,000 square foot show
presenting Chinese travel products to ASEAN buyers.



HITLTON CHINA RETURNING TO PRE-COVID PROFITABILITY: Hilton China reported a
net income of $128 million for the second quarter, while the company posted a net loss
of $432 million for the same quarter last year. RevPAR in China has recovered to 91%+
compared to pre-pandemic levels in Q2 2019.



MARRIOTT CHINA SURPASSES 2019 PROFITS:
Marriott China’s second-quarter
RevPAR was on par with the pre-pandemic second quarter of 2019, and in April, for the
first time since the pandemic began, leisure, business transient and group room nights
were all ahead of pre-pandemic 2019 levels.



MAGLEV HIGH SPEED TRAIN PRODUCTION: China's first high-speed maglev train,
with a top speed of 370 miles per hour, rolled off the production line in Qingdao. The
train is due to undergo testing before it enters service and is expected to cut travel time
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between Beijing and Shanghai in half from the current five hours to just two and a half
hours.


UTRAVEL GROWTH: Utravel, a Chinese road trip solutions provider, has secured
venture funding from multiple investment companies to extend its OTA partnerships.
Founded in June 2017, Utravel started by providing self-driving tour itineraries. As
the shelf life of such products is long, the company will begin supplying standard tours
to OTAs.



COTTM RETURNS: COTTM, one of China’s leading travel trade shows, is set to return
in face-to-face format from March 29-31, 2022 in Beijing. COTTM remains the only
business to business travel trade event that focuses purely on the outbound market.



Aurora Mobile partners with Mafengwo to strengthen OTA position: Mobile developer
service provider Aurora Mobile has partnered with Mafengwo Travel, a leading travel
social network service (SNS) platform in China that encourages users to share their
travel experiences. By leveraging the strengths of both companies, Aurora Mobile will
help Mafengwo upgrade its intelligent marketing capabilities, digital operations and
boost its competitiveness in the tourism industry.



ITB China scheduled as physical event with virtual extension: ITB China, the country’s
largest B2B exclusive travel trade show, will be an in-person event at Shanghai World
Expo Exhibition and Convention Centre from November 24 to 26; its virtual extension
will be from November 8 to December 31. The concurrent ITB China Conference will be
organized by China’s leading travel trade media and travel conference organizer Travel
Daily and feature a strong program of keynote speakers and panel discussions.



Trip.com becomes first OTA to sell Eurail and Interrail mobile train passes: Trip.com
announced it is the first OTA to offer Eurail and Interrail train passes via its app. The
passes are initially on sale in all English and German language regions and will become
available across more countries and regions around the world later in the year. The news
coincides with easing of travel restrictions within EU countries and moves toward
openings that are set to boost regional tourism across the continent.



THE WORLD’S HIGHEST HOTEL OPENS IN SHANGHAI: J Hotel, the world's highest
luxury hotel opened in Shanghai this week. The J Hotel occupies the top floors of the
Shanghai Tower -- which at 632 meters (about 2,000 feet) is the tallest building in all of
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China. The hotel has 165 rooms and 7 restaurants at double the height of the Eiffel
Tower.


GUANGZHOU LOCKDOWN ENDS: travelers leaving Guangzhou and Shenzhen will no
longer be required to show negative test results at the airport. Direct flights between
Beijing and Shenzhen are now fully restored.



HNA-invested operator to acquire Alibaba-backed rival to form $1.9 billion giant:
Caissa Tosun, one of China’s largest tour operators, announced that it planned to acquire
rival UTour Group through a share swap deal. Caissa Tosun said it would issue Class A
shares to all UTour shareholders and would also raise capital from the placement.
Alibaba has a 5% stake in Utour and HNA Group holds more than 21% of Caissa Tosun.



RV business flourishes with over 5,400 registered companies: Travel using recreational
vehicles (RV) is increasingly popular in China, with the number of RV sales increasing by
an annual rate of nearly 50% in the past few years, according to state media. By the end
of 2020, China had a total of 218,000 RVs, CCTV reported. The trend has fueled the
number of related businesses, with registration platform Qichacha reporting that China
now has 5,419 entities with RV-related activity, including manufacturing, rental and sales.



Meituan posts “stellar growth” for 1st quarter in hotel, travel segment: Online lifestyle
service platform Meituan said revenues increased by 120.9% in the first quarter of 2021.
Food delivery and in-store, hotel and travel segments posted stellar growth, realizing an
aggregate operating profit by segment of 3.9 billion yuan (US$602.5 million). The instore, hotel and travel segments had revenues of 6.6 billion yuan, an increase of 112.7%.



CAISSA ACQUIRES UTOUR: Caissa, one of China’s largest tour operators, announced
that it planned to acquire rival UTour through a share swap deal. Caissa said it would
issue Class A shares to all UTour shareholders and would also raise capital from the
placement. A spokesperson for Caissa said that the merger of the two companies was
a strategic decision, allowing UTour to focus on wholesale travel products and Caissa
to specialize in retail.



China has over 2,600 registered companies operating online travel business: China has
more than 2,600 registered companies related to online travel business, according to
company information platform Tianyancha. Beijing topped the ranking with 631
registered companies, followed by Guangdong province (483) and Shanghai (326).
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Nearly 1,000 of these companies were registered during 2014-2016, accounting for
about 40% of the total. Leading OTAs such as Qunar, Ctrip and Tongcheng-Elong were
registered much earlier.


Didi and TikTok start internal tests of online travel services: Online giants like Douyin
(TikTok's domestic version), Didi, Pinduoduo, and Xiaohongshu are entering China's
online travel space. According to Tech Planet, Douyin recently tested a business platform
called "Mangosteen Travel" with travel products featured in a mini-program embedded
in the main platform. Didi also tested a website called "Xiaoju Travel Agency," featuring
domestic and foreign travel and other businesses, but it did not yet support purchases.



Online travel company boosts Q1 revenue by 61%: Tongcheng-Elong said its revenue
grew 60.6% year-on-year to RMB 1.61 billion (US$249.2 million) in the first quarter of
2021. Monthly active users increased by 57.8% to 234.2 million. Paying users for the 12month period ended March 31, 2021 increased by 12.9% year-to-year to 169.3 million.



MEITUAN GROWTH:
Meituan’s tourism operations have recovered faster than
anyone else. By the third quarter of 2020, revenue from hotel, in-store, and travel
bookings had returned to pre-pandemic levels and beyond, rising 4.8% versus prepandemic levels. In contrast, by the end of last year, Trip.com’s net revenue was still
down 40% compared to the same period last year.



GOVERNMENT TRAVEL:
China has announced that all travel by and for government
officials and state owned enterprises will be sourced through travel agents to boost the
recovery of the travel industry.



Local partnerships key to kindling international Chinese travel demand: According to
GlobalData's latest report, Tourism Source Market Insight, China emphasizes the
importance of partnerships with Chinese tour operators.“There is a strong desire for
familiar and trust-worthy products amongst Chinese travelers. Local operators will
typically have first-hand experience in promoting to Chinese and therefore have greater
leverage when servicing this market,”it said. A destination that makes Chinese tourists
feel welcome may be the first to see an increase in post-pandemic travel, the report
added.



Ctrip continues to lead: Ctrip’s total turnover in 2020 reached $61.24 billion, ranking it
first in the global online tourism industry for the third consecutive year and driving
annual net operating income of $2.84 billion. Across all Chinese OTA platforms in China,
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Ctrip enjoys a market share of 40.7% as shown:

GMV breakdown as follows: Ctrip (in dark blue) 40.7 %, Meituan (blue) 18.9 %, Qunar
(green) 17.5 %, Tongcheng (pale blue) 10%, and other (red) 10 %.
Market data for 2020 has also shown preferences by Chinese consumers for different
online travel platforms based on affluence:
 Affluent earners: Ctrip, Booking.com and Expedia
 Middle-class: Qunar, Tongcheng, Fliggy and Airbnb
 Budget travelers: Mafengwo and Meituan
Trip.com, China's biggest tourism company, surged 4.6 percent on its first trading day
April 19, 2021 in Hong Kong, marking its dual listing in Hong Kong and the United
States. “Travel demand hasn't disappeared despite the pandemic. We see booming sales
for domestic trips and accommodations,” Trip chairman James Liang said, who predicted
“golden opportunities” in the next five years.
Jane Sun, CEO, Trip.com Group referred to four areas as she referred to operating
highlights. Jane started by explaining the performance in the middle-to-high end market.
“Our middle-to-high end hotel bookings reached the double-digit growth year-over-year
far exceeding the industry average by 15% to 20%,” Jane said. “In addition, high quality
niche and boutique travel has become an important alternative for our previously
outbound customers.” Moving on, Jane pointed out that the group extended its market
share in the low tier markets. Last year more than 40% of new customers came from third
tier cities and below, she said. She singled about transportation products’ potential in
garnering new users. And with them, the team can further target cross-selling of other
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products. Revenue generation is also being fueled by lower tier cities offline stores. “…we
have special teams to look at specific markets such as for people who are retired, et cetera,
these segments also presents different opportunities for our new businesses,” said Jane.
Third, the decision to focus on “highly frequent categories such as short-haul and
staycation” is already paying off. These are being termed as emerging opportunities. Liang
mentioned that the product offerings can be tailored with swiftness. “…we are best
positioned to expand the breadth and depth of our product offerings to capture users
evolving demand, such as the unique and in-depth experiences as alternatives for
outbound travel, and short-haul and the staycation trips, which are incremental to the
typical long-haul sites. This is a near-term goal that's already started to bear fruit,”
explained Liang during the call. Trip.com combated external factors such as weak winter
seasonality in the final quarter. “We are glad to see reservation for short-haul travel and
in-destination activities achieved strong year-over-year growth despite industry
fluctuations in the past winter.” “The number of our in-destination activity and suppliers
increased by over 25% year-over-year by the end of last year. As a result, short-haul and
the local travel has become a key contributor to our recovery,” said Jane. The group’s solid
performance for short-haul and local travel extended into the past Chinese New Year
holiday. The group acknowledged that there is volatility in the margin to an extent due to
the pandemic, but in general, Trip.com Group is still targeting at the 20% to 30%, non
GAAP operating margin, which is “achievable if everything resumed normal”.


Tencent partners with Trip.com to set up new travel-tech firm: Chinese internet giant
Tencent has teamed up with online travel company Trip.com to invest in establishment
of Suzhou Tongcheng Air Travel Technology, a software and information technology
company with RMB 68 million (US$11 million) in registered capital. The new entity was
founded on February 26 and operations include software development, service,
development, consulting, exchange, transfer and promotion of technology, as well as
corporate management and information consulting. Both Tencent and Trip.com are
major investors in the Hong Kong-listed online travel company Tongcheng-Elong.



Why China’s airlines need to resume international flying: A recent webinar by travel
data analysts OAG hinted at a saturated Chinese domestic market with wafer-thin
margins and explored why it’s important not to assess China’s airline market’s health on
capacity alone. Traditionally China’s big airlines made the bulk of their revenue from
international routes, it reported, but the Chinese government is still acting very
conservatively.
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Sales in Hainan duty-free shops hit $231 million during holidays: The week-long Spring
Festival holidays have triggered another shopping spree for China’s duty-free shops, as
latest data from Hainan Island, the "Hawaii" of southern China, revealed. From February
11 to 17, the 7-day sales of outbound duty-free shops in Hainan exceeded 1.5 billion
yuan ($231 million). Sales exceeded 280 million yuan on February 14.



Bankruptcy implications for HNA's dwindling empire: Bankruptcy proceedings
represent the latest step in the unraveling of HNA Group’s ambitious global expansion,
and could lead to divestment of more of its aviation holdings, Aviation Week reported.
The company still holds an extensive airline portfolio with at least 14 carriers in China
and Hong Kong. Despite HNA’s contraction, China’s airline market remains
fundamentally strong. If HNA’s restructuring does result in more consolidation or
mergers — and less capacity — this could help decongest the post-Covid-19 industry
landscape, the journal said.



OTA giant launches destination account: China's major online travel agency, Trip.com,
has kicked off its first destination account with Guangdong-based Chimelong Resort. The
destination account section was developed as travelers are increasingly making
decisions online and asking for diverse tourism content, the OTA said. Tourism players
and destinations will be able to conduct live-streaming shows through their official
accounts at Trip.com to reach the travel agency’s pool of about 100 million users.



Positive initiatives to help rise from the ashes: The unprecedented Covid-19 pandemic
has made the year 2020 quite a challenging one for tourism, one of the hardest-hit
sectors. While many countries are still struggling to kick start their battered tourism
industries, China has seen positive signs for rebuilding the tourism market, including a
W-shaped recovery, thriving virtual and live-streaming tours, and preferential ticketing
policies, broadcaster CGTN reported.



TikTok affiliate sets up TA in China: Beijing Weibo Shijie Technology, an affiliate of
TikTok’s parent ByteDance, has registered the Weizijie (Beijing) Travel Agency. Its
activities will include inbound tourism, domestic tourism, travel information consultancy,
and ticket agency. Mr. Zhang Yiming, founder and CEO of ByteDance, is the controlling
owner of Weizijie, according to Qichacha.



The regular ITB China 2021, and accompanying ITB China Conference, in Shanghai is
being rescheduled to November 24-26, 2021.
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Top 20 China Travel Groups for 2020 announced: China Tourism Academy and China
Tourism Association have jointly announced this year's Top 20 China Travel Groups. They
are: China Tourism Group, Overseas Chinese Town (OCT), Beijing Tourism Group,
Meituan, Caissa Group, Hebei Tourism Investment Group, Shanxi Culture and Tourism
Group, Haichang Group, Jin Jiang International, Trip.com Group, Fosun Tourism, Spring
Travel, Joyu Lvmama, Nanjing Tourism Group, Tongcheng Group, Zhejiang Tourism Group,
Hangzhou Commerce & Tourism Group, New Century Tourism Group, Huangshan
Tourism Group, SunRiver Group, Fujian Tourism Development Group, Shandong Province
Guoxin Cultural Tourism Development Group, Jiangxi Tourism Group, Central China,
Hubei Culture & Tourism Investment Group, Lingnan Group, Zhuhai Jiuzhou Holdings and
TCG Shaanxi.

___________________________________________________________

Media & Digital Trends
____________________________________________________________


China is now home to more than 1 billion internet users: The latest report from the
China Internet Network Information Center shows that over 1 billion people in China
now use the internet, accounting for more than 1 in 5 of the world’s total internet user
base. More than 70 million people in China started using the internet over the past year,
resulting in year-on-year growth of 7.5%, well ahead of the global average growth rate
of 4.8%. Roughly 70% of China’s total population is now online – up from 65% this time
last year – and two new users join their ranks every second, CNNIC said.



China Internet Report 2021: Following a period of rapid growth and innovation, the
Chinese internet sector has entered a new phase of development with both push and
pull factors driving internet companies to evolve, including tightening regulations, an
increasingly saturated domestic market with changing demographics, and geopolitical
tensions, South China Morning Post reported.



Travel bloggers gain more sway in China's tourism industry: Due to the rapid
development and popularization of the Internet and We-Media, the number of travel
bloggers on China's video-sharing platform Douyin soared six times by the end of last
year compared with previous January, according to a recently released report.
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Bilibili's daily active up 30%: Active monthly users on Bilibili have increased 30% over
the past 12 months to 223 million; 60% of registered users from 2009 were still active
10 years later; users spend an average of more than 80 minutes per day on the platform.



China hits 1 billion online video users in 2020 but growth begins to slow: The number
of active users of online video in China surpassed 1 billion in 2020 but user growth
slowed to 2%, the China Internet Development Report said. Livestreaming reached a
market value of ¥150 billion ($23 billion) in 2020, up 42% on the year before.



ByteDance expands footprint with investment in online influencer: Douyin and TikTok
parent ByteDance has invested in one of China's most globally popular vloggers, Li Ziqi,
to expand its footprint in booming livestream and new consumption sectors, and also to
help expand the promotion of Chinese culture overseas. Through the deal, ByteDance
plans to expand its core livestreaming business, target more industries and better
integrate its investments into the company's ecosystem.



Tencent highlights for Q1 2021; profit rises 65%: The number of WeChat monthly active
users (MAUs) grew by 3.3% year-on-year to 1,241.6 million in the first quarter, according
to Tencent’s quarterly results. Smart device MAUs for QQ fell 12.6% year-on-year to
606.4 million. Overall revenues rose 25% and profit was up 65% year-on-year.



Video platform Bilibili’s MAUs up 30% in Q1: Bilibili’s average monthly active users
(MAUs) were 223.3 million in Q1 2021, and mobile MAUs were 208.5 million,
representing gains of 30% and 33%, respectively, from Q1 2020. Average daily active
users (DAUs) were 61 million, an 18% increase from Q1 2020. Average monthly paying
users were 20.5 million, up 53% on Q4 2019; 86% of its users are under 35 years old.



Social media key for luxury hotels to tap China’s consumer market: Social media may
be the best way for luxury hotels to tap into China's enormous consumer market,
according to a study by researchers from Hong Kong Polytechnic University. “The global
luxury sector is growing, and in an era of information overload, platforms such as
WeChat and YouTube enable hotel managers to bring luxury experiences vividly to life,”
it said. Drawing on a sample of affluent Chinese consumers, the researchers show how
luxury hotel managers can develop curated social media content to meet the needs of
the world's biggest market for luxury travel.



Tencent’s WeChat MAUs grew 5%: The number of monthly active users (MAU) of
WeChat grew by 5.2% year-on-year to 1,225 million in the fourth quarter of 2020,
according to Tencent’s quarterly results. Smart device MAUs of QQ decreased by 8.1%
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to 594.9 million and Tencent’s fee-based VAS registered subscriptions grew 21.9% to
219.5 million. Users are increasingly uploading personal videos and sharing them with
friends, in WeChat Moments and chats. They can now share informative videos publicly
through Video Accounts which enable brands and enterprises to broaden their audience
reach and drive transactions, especially via integrations with Mini Programs.


China's online advertising market expands in 2020: The scale of China's internet
advertising market expanded to nearly 500 billion yuan (US$77 billion) in 2020, up 14%
year-on-year, according to the latest statistical report on internet development. Internet
advertising via mobile devices commanded a market share of 85% last year, up from 70%
in 2018, said the report released by the China Internet Network Information Center
(CNNIC). Key opinion consumers (KOCs), or those who can influence their friends and
fans and generate consumption behavior, are reconstructing the internet marketing
communication chain and boosting advertising, the report noted.



China’s internet user population reaches 1 billion, one-fifth of global figure: China has
hit the billion mark for its internet users - over 70% of the population. CNNIC reported
31% are from rural areas. The proportion of users who are under 20 or above 50 years
of age have increased significantly. By December 2020, 346 million people had worked
remotely, up 147 million from June 2020. CNNIC said 88% of online Chinese now use
short video, up 100 million between March and December 2020.



Taobao turns product listings into entertainment: Discovery shopping means that users
shop without actually knowing what they want, Future Tech China claimed. But they
don't need to know what they want because the platform knows them better than
themselves. The experience for users is more like being in a physical store than
traditional e-commerce, it said. On Taobao and Tmall, users are essentially scrolling
through recommendations via a content feed that combines: personalized
recommendations; various content formats such as video, lists, articles, and more, in a
double-row setup; and infinite scroll. Brands should think less of their product listing as
informational and more of it as entertainment, Future Tech China said.



Why China is a decade ahead in social media-driven sales: Most shoppers expect to
make a luxury purchase with a couple of clicks, but despite the many breakthroughs
in online shopping, the process is still quite complex, confusing and time-consuming in
the West, Jing Daily reported. Until recently, if people liked an outfit worn by an
influencer on Instagram, they had to go to a different platform to identify it, and then go
to other platforms to buy it. In contrast, Chinese social media platforms are more
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multifunctional, have a broader purpose than their Western counterparts and are more
engaging than traditional shopping experiences.



WeChat’s search MAUs reach 500 million: The number of monthly active users of
WeChat search has reached 500 million, China Internet Watch reported. The monitor
also said: 330 million of WeChat’s 1.09 billion users do video calling, 780 million users
are on social networking section WeChat Moments, and 120 million publish updates.
The content network WeChat Official Account has 360 million users.



WeChat expands marketing and e-commerce tools: Tencent keeps releasing new
functions to help marketers more easily reach consumers. After it acquired the Chinese
search engine Sougou, there are now search capabilities not only on WeChat’s Discovery
tab but also available within chat windows. WeChat has also released the ability to
redirect users using #hashtags.
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